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FORTIETH ANNUAL CATALOGUE

OF

Rollins ·_C ollege .
-WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

WITH ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR 1925~26

..

·

:

Rollin& is in the f1igh \line lend and lake region of Fl~rida, having clear air, pure water, and charm·
iog scenery. Orange County is dotted with lakes, groves and rapidly growing towns,
with wide brick roads connecting thorn .

·._

.....
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CAMPUS CALENDAR FOR TH-E YEAR 1924-1925
1924
18, Thursday,
19, Friday

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

22 ,

24.
27,

Oct.
4,
Oct. 1 r,
Nov. 11 1
Nov. 27,
Dec. 23 ,

:30 p. m.

·First Faculty _me~ting ·
Entrance Examiriatioils begins
Monday, 9 :oo a. m.
·Registration · begins
Wednesday, 10 :oo a. m., . Formal, Op_e ning of College
Saturday, 7 :30 .. Reception to · College, at Women's
Club.
.
Saturday, 8 :oo p. · m.
Clover leaf Recep_tion
Chase · Hall Receptio_n ·
Saturday
Tuesday
Armistice Day Ce~ebratjon
Thursday
Thanksgiving _Day
Tuesday, 3 :30 p. m.
Christmas Recess begins
2

1925

Christmas Recess· ends ·
Jan.
5, Monday
Mid-year Examination ·
Jan. 28, W·ednesday,: 1 .30 p. m.
· begins.
Jan.
3 r , Saturday
-Mid-year . Examination e_n ds
Feb. · 2 , Monday
. Second Semester Registration
Feb.
3, Tuesday, 8: 1 5 a. m .. Classes Begin Second · Seme~ter·
Feb. 18. Wednesday , Beginning Founders' Week; Annual
Meeting of Board of Trustees; Sandspur
Dinner.
..
Feb. 19, Thursday, Bacheller Contest Delphic Anniversary
Dinner. --------_
.
Feb. 20 , Friday
Rollins-Winter Park Founders' Day
Feb. 21 , Saturday
.--\ 1umni Day; President's · Reception Feb. 22, _ Sunday
Rollins'.., ·Founders' - Day ·
Apr. 21, Tuesday
Rollins· Field· _D ay
Apr. 24. Friday. State Interscholastic High School Water
·meet.
· May Day
May I' Friday
Senior Class · Day
June 6, Saturday
Baccalaureate Sermon
June 7, Sunday
Final Examinations· begin
June 8, Monday
.
Final Examination_s end
June IO. Wednesday
Thursday
,
Commencement
Exercises; Meeting of ·
I
I
,
June
Board of .frustees.
.
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BO~D OF TR.U STEES
u:
r
C LARENCE
~
n r
~, , vresiu,ent
n .
. _,
tflLLIA
Vi.E f l t111,
;,~
.
WILLIAM R. O' NEAL, Secr'e_
t ary

4

~ ~cutive Committee

/

VizHt.,· Cltair1n{J,n ·
~RTHU}3. ScH-ULTZ
R. O' NEAL, Secretary
HARLEY A:_WARD
DONALD A. CHENEY .
CHAR.LES .R. SwITZE_
R
_E! BI :Ziilii I a HS@ili illlf'llll

WILLIAM CtR!lRNCE

WILLl1\M

;d

Finance Comm1ttee ,
WILLIAM R. O'NEAL, Chairman ·
LUTHER
1-1 W -ILLlAM CLAkENcz· 1+¥Z2R, bed:,., Louis F.
.

N. P.

w.

TILDEN

BoISQT

YOWELL

Term · to Expire. 1926

Ev ALINE

LAM1'0N

CHARLES

·R.

SMtTfi

. -~- Winter PaFk.. lTia-;
_· Winter· P.:µ-k,

w.

~ dz

Fia~
Tav_ares,- Fla . .
Des Moines, Iowa

SWITZER

EDWARD S. BURLEIGH
HARRY T. ROLL.INS·
p AUL E. STILLMAN
LUTHER
TILDEN
NEWTON P. YOWELL
Do·N ALD A. CHENEY

'

·- -

Jefferso~, Iowa

Winter Garden, · Fla.
Orlando, Fla'"
OrlaI?:do; Fla.

Term to Expire· r927 .
\ \VILLlAM

EDWARD"

R O' NEAL
A. BREWER

LOUIS BOISOT
FRITZ

J.

FRANK

ARTHUR ,SCULTZ
HALSTED
CA.LOWELL

w.

Orlando, Fla.,
Cortland_, N. Y.
Chicago; Ill.
New York, N. Y ..
· ·Winter Park, Fla.
Winter Park~ Fla.·

Term to Expire 1928
GEORGE M. WARD
IRVING BACHELLER \.
·GEORGE
NASH

w.

' . T.

w.

LkW:TON

HARLEY
\

A. WARD

SEXTON - JOHNSON

Bille"ric:a,- Mass. ,
Winter, Park~ Fla.
·chica-g9, Ill.
Sanford, Fla.
·winter J~arl{,- Fla.T~mpa, Fla.

.

. ·-

8 ',

ROLLlNS

C OLLEGE

FACULTY
·Rollins Coll(}ge Faculty, 1924 -25
\VILLIAM

President

CLARE~CE WEIR

B. S. , 1V1. S. , Borden College, LL. D., Fairmount College,
Professor of Public Health ·and Hygiene, Field Organizer Department of Extension , \Vashington State Normal School;
President Pacific l'niversity; Rolli_n s College , 1 924- .
·REL GEORGE . MOR(~AN \VARD J

V. D., LL. D.

Presidtnt

Em eritus
THOMAS RAKESTRAW B :\KER.

Ph. U., Dirator ,;j the il1useum

. Emeritus Professor of Natural Science; retired on the Carnegie Foundation.
SUSAN LONGWELL,

A. M.

Emeritus Professor of English; retired on the CarnegieFoundation . . ·
REV. CHARLES KIMBALL HOYT _,

A. M ., D. D .

Emeritus Professor of History -a.nci Biblical Literature; retired
on the Carnegie Foundation.

Instructor in Violin

. MARY HENRY BINGEMAN

Pupil of S. Froehlich. New Yo'.rk; Private studio .in New
York; successful violin teacher and well known in larger cities
of United States and Canada as violin soloist of first rank; .
Head of Violin Department of Brenau Conservatory of Music,
Atlanta, Georgia. Rollins College, 1924- .

H . B.

BOISE,

A . B., A . M. , M. D.

Instructor

in

'Physical

Education
A. B.; A. M., Middlebury College; M. D., New York University; Physical Examiner Bordentown · Military Institute;
Director of Physical Training, State School for the Deaf,
Trenton, N. Y. ; Director , Department of Hygiene and Physical Training, State School ,' Trenton, N. J ., for 29 years.
Rollins, 1922 ~ .
RALPH EDWARD CALLAHA!'-

Instructor in Departme?_1,t of

Business Administration
University of Nebraska; Special Accountant U. S. Railway
·Commission; General Extension Division, University of Florida . Rollins, 1923- .

FACULTY OF THE COLL EGE

EMILIE CAss, Mus. B.

Registrar of ihe Colleg•

Conservatory • of Mtisic, · Wooster Universitv. · :\-Ius B.; · Kin'g
S..chool of Oratory. Rollins, 1922- . •
WILLIAM HOUGH DRESCH,

A' M., B. D., D. D.

Head

Department of Phi!osopliy i,Jnd Education
A . B., Ohio Northern l:niversity; Garrett Biblical Institute;
• A. M., University of Cincinnati; Instructor , Philosophy, University of .Ci,ncinnati; Professor of Philosophy , Washburn College; Rollins, 1918-.
LOYALL

H. DuvcK, A. B. , Director of Physical Ed1,cation and
Instructor in . History

A. H. Carson. Newman College; Graduate Work , University
of Illinois and Vriiversity • of Minnesota. Rollins,. I 924-. .
RI C HARD .FF.URESTEIN 1

Ph. D., H ead D epartment of Lang11,age:;

Ph. D., Cniversity _o f Vienna, Graduate student in Philosophy, .
Sorbonne , . P~ris; Professor German and French. in Staats·
Realschule and Gymnasium. Vienna . for ·six: years; Fellow -i~--Modern Language, Universi ty of Pit;.sburg . Rollin~.• 192-1·-

.I 11,_ft rnctor · in S ecretarial · S ciena

MARTI~E F AUST

B. S .. Owensboro Co!Jege for Girls; 8: C., Peabody College
for Teac hers; Graduate Gregg School, C hic:ago; Head ·_commercial Department , New Orleans, City High School; Instructor in Stenography, Technical H1 gh S c hool, Elwood, Indiana.
Rollins College, 1 9 2 2 - .

Instructor i_n Expressio11

ORPHA . GREY

A. B. , Oberlin; Special work, ·Normal Sch~ol of Expression.,
Chatauqua , N. Y., and Boston ,School of Oratory. Principal,
Normal Department , Montana Institute; ·Head Department -of..Expression, Cathedral School, Orlando , Florida.
Rollins;
1922-.

EI ead D t!- part m ent .o f _Englis!t ·tmd
L-itaature

HERMA~ FERMAIN HARRIS ,

A. B., Ped. B. , A. M., University of ~Iissouri; Graduate
Student , Yale; Graduate student, U niver·s ity of Paris, 1922- ··
24 , · Professor of Education, Empo·ria . College; Professor ·
Greek, Kenyon College .; Professor- of - English, · Fairmo~nt
College. Rollins, · 1924-.

ROLLINS

JO

COLLEGE

Instructor in Department. of English
· and Literature

LYDE DRUMMOND HARRIS,

A. B., B. S., Lit. B:, Christian College, Columbia, Missouri.
A. M. Ellsworth College; Graduate work (two years) University of Paris. Professor of · English, Kingfisher College ; Professor of English , Ellsworth College. Iowa Falls,
lins, 1924-.

'

Rol-

Instructor in ] ournalism

JAMES HAROLD HILL

A.

Iowa.

B. Rollins College,

President · Rollins

Press. .

Rollins,

192~-.

CLIFFORD LESTER JAYNES

Head Department of Music and
Fine Arts
·

A. B., Mus . B., Ohio Wesleyan, Graduate· Student, Syracuse
College of Fine Arts, Eastman · School of Music, Director
School of Music, Tuscuium College, Greenville, Tenn., Cum- ·
berlarid University, Lebanon. Tenn.• Rollins, r 924- .

Instructor in Physical_ Education

KA THERINE JONES

A. B., W1nthrop College, Graduate Student , University of
Virginia and Columbia University .

I )ORIS

AMY LINGENFELDER,

Rollins, 1924- .

I 'Jtstructor in /Jf odern languc1,ges

A. B., University of Wisconsin.

Rollins,

I

924- .

Instructor Department Businesr

JoHN T. MASEK

A dminstration
Ph. B., University of C hicago.
RUBY \VARREN

NEWBY

Rolli~s , r 923- .

Instructor

in

Art

Pupil of Catherine E. Cherry .. Ruby Short Mc Kinn, Student , .·
Berkshire School , Monteray, .\lass. Rollins, r 924- . .

Instructor in Piano

LELA MAY NILES

S outhwestern College , \V.infield , Kans . ; Cornell College, Mt.
Vern on , Iowa ; Knox College , Calesburg, Ill ., Rollins, 1923\ ' I RGI

NIA CLARK Por:>MORE,

Instructor in History and English

A. B.. University of Washington; Graduate, Whitworth
School of Oratory; Graduate work in Emerson Sc hool of
Oi:-atory. Rollins; r 9.22-.

M.-\ Y

_.\ TKINSON

PORTER

. Mus. B., Flora McDoQ.altl ·College; Graduate work, Peabody
Conservatory of Baltimore; Graduate, Rollins Conservatory.
Rollins , 1 9 2 2 - .

..·.,.

FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE

, FLEETWOOD

D.

i [

Instructor in Physical Education

PEEPLES

Examiner for Red Cross Life Saving Corporation; Director
of Aquatic Sports. Rollins, 192 r- . .
>'.,ROBERT

J.

SPRAGUE,

Dean and, Professor of Ec;onomics ond,
Sociology
·
1

·

A. B., Boston U.; A.
University; Professor
Professor Economics
Professor , Economics
Rollins, 1 9 2 1 - . ·

M. Harvard- University; Ph. D., ·Boston
Economics and History, Knox College;
and Sociology, University of Maine;
and Sociology , Mass, Agri. Colle.ge.

GEORGE ALLSTON SPAULDING

Department of Business

A d1ninistration
B. B. A: , Boston university; C. P. A. ( Mass.); Instructor
Higher Accounting and Income Taxation, Bryant and Stratton College. Rollins , I 9 2 4 - .
HENRY EDWIN Si-IIVER,

H ead D epartment of ChemicalScienceJ

of

B. S. , Clemson .College; M. S. , University
Virginia; Graduate Student u ·niversity of Virginia, "1922-24; Instructor . in
Chemistry, U'niversity of Virginia; Research Chemist, South
Carolina and Georgia Experiment Station; Chemical ·Engine.e r, Bethlehem Steel Company. Rollins, r924- .

Instructor -i n Voice

EMMY SCHENK

Graduate of Conservatory of Cologne; Instructor, · Bonn Con- .
serva·, ory , 1 9 17 - 20. Rollins, 1924- .
/ JAMES

Fox

TAINTOR

.Librarian of the ·. college

A. B. ,· Ripon College; S. T. B. , Andover SeminM"y; D. D.,
Ripon College; Graduate Work, University of Chicago; Pro- .
fessor English Literature, Ripon College for six.teen years; Retired on Carnegie Foundation , 192 r. R9llins-, 1923-·- .
SARAH BUCKLEY

'f AI~TOR,

Instructor in_Ancient Lauguages

A. B. , Upper fowa University; A. _M., Lenox College; Graduate Student , University of Chicago; Dean of Women, Lenox
·College. Rollins, 192 3- _- .
\.
ELIZABETH

J. C.

C.

Dean of Women
Head oj Department of. Biological Science .

TREAT

TH. UPHOF,·

B. S., College of Agriculture-· and Horticulture, Frederiksoord;
M. S. T University of Amsterdam; Ph. D., Highland University·; Graduate study, Universities of° Berlin, · Switzerland,
Italy , France, Belgium, Sweden .and Norway . . Royal Botani cal Gardens., Kew; British Museum for Natur~l History, ·Lon-

_.

.....

-

ROLLINS
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COLLEGE

don; Instructor Botony , Michigan Ag-ricultural Coliege; · Assistant Professor , Botany , University of Arizona; D,irector of
Experiment . Station, Amsterdam , Holland; Author of Die
Pffanzengattungen , Leipzig , 1910, Rollins , 1922-.

< ·EDWARD

FRANCIS \VEI:SBERG ,

Head of Department of Pliysics

and JJ1 athematics
l:L S. , Manhattan College; C. E. , Manhattan College; Clason
Military College , Captain in Army and Instructor in Military
Map Reading and Sketching. Rollins, 1923.EDN A WAL LACE

/

ns true tor in Public School Music

Graduate , Rollins Con serYatory of Music.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH
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HISTOR1CAL SKETCH OF ROLLINS COLLEGE AND
· \VINTER PARK
The original founders of Winter . Pa~k · bofrgnt · land and
settled in the beautiful region among lakes·. Virginia, Osceola
and Maitland, in 1881. The \Vinter Park Company -was . char-·
tered by the · Legislature in 1:8S-5 with . F . . W. Lyman .of
Minneapolis, President; . Franklin Fairbanks of St: Johns:bury, Vt .. Vice President; F. G. Webster, of. Boston, Treas- .
urer; Loring A. Chase. Secretary. These with A~ \V. · '.Rollins
arid w.· C. Comstock of Chicago -and · J. F. \Velborne constituted the board of directors 9f the- company. The town
established by this group of broad minded high spirited
people of the · finest .-\rnerican idealism , who determ~ned at
the start to make this community one of the · choice places in
America. Mr. Lyman probably first proposed- the ·building of
a college at Winter Park. Rev. Dr. E. P. Hooker, the Congregational pastor backed up Mr. Lyman ·in the . proposition
and on Jan. 15 , I 884 preached an ''eloquent sermon" in .·
the town hall advocabng the plan.

was.·

The General Congregational --\.ssociation ·of Florida · met
at Winter Park with Dr. Hooker as -Pastor, ·and voted to•
establish a college in Florida. · where there was no "''institutions .of higher learnin_g" at ~hat time. Fi_n ally - after considering mariy propositions from different . places the Asso- ·
ciation decided in April I 885 to accept the offer of $114,000
made by the citizens of \,Vinter Park, . and to locate ·the
college at that place. Fifty thousand dollars was donated by
Alonzo \V. Rollins and .. Rollins College·· became_ the fi.rst
inst itution of collegiate rank .in · the state of Florida. The
organization of the College was immediately perfected and
a legal charter received from the Legislature.' The offic.e rs
1fficers of the board were 1". \\T. Lyman , President; Rev.
C. M. Bingham. Vice President : A. 't,,T_. Rollins, Treasurer;
Dr. N. Barro¥.s and ReY. S. D. Smith, .audit,ors. Rev. E. P.
Hooker was - chosen President of the institution and the ·
· college was located on the high banks about beautiful Lake
Virginia, one of the most sightly and charming campus sites
in America.

.
1• • ; : _ .
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President Hooker soon . announced that · Mr . . F. B.
Knowles of Worcester, Massachusetts .had offered to erect
the first important building, and "Knowles- Hall" was immediately begun under the superintendence of George A.
Rollins, · and dedicated in March I 886.
Sixty-six prospective students were present at the opening session of the College on November 4, 1885, three freshmen, three normalsJ twenty preparatory pupils and about
· forty ready for the Train_ing School. These were accomodated in various places about town until Knowles Hall and
other necessary bliildings were completed.
Since the founding of the College with its consecrated
idealism upon the prayers, devotion and material sacrifices
of its friends it has made steady progress towards its high
goals of liberal education and Christian life for all who
came within . its gates to study or to teach.
Several of the outstanding periods in the ·development
of . the college are worthy of note. During the first two years
under Dr. Hooker, buildings were rapidly put up. "Pinehurst'\ 1885: "Lakeside dormitory ( 1886) and "Cloverleaf"
dormitory ( 1886 ) gave the - College a respectable · start for
teaching and housing its students.
Like all · institutions in Florida. Rollins suffered from
the bad freezes of ninety-five and ninety-six. In · this most
discouraging period Mr. George \V. Ward then a ·you~g
man of great ability, became head of the College and with
splendid perseverance helped to pull it up from the depths
of the "great freeze ". · In · 1903 Dr. Ward received an LL.D.
degree from · Rollins .and resigned to become Pr~sident of
Wells College. Dr. \Villiam F. Blackman became President.
Under Dr. Blackman's leadership were built Lyman
Gymnasium, ( 1904 ); the Studio, ( 1906 ); Chase _Hall, ( 1908 );
Carnegie Hall, (1968); Knowles Hall ( rebuilt, 1910); the
President's House, (1910); the Power . House, (1911); 'Dr.
Blackman also . conducted an endowment campaign and succeeded in raising $240,600 to be added to the · perm.a nent

. :
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resources of the College.. President Blackman ·resigrr~d · m
1915 and Dr. \Nard. again took up the p~esidency · during ·
the trying years of the world war -and and immediately after.
The last period of great progress of the· College beg.an . in
19 19 . when President Ward launched the · ·campaign .for increasing the endowment, and the trustees voted to drop the
academy and make ·- Rollins an . exclusively cc;>-llegiate·: J nsti~
tution ·of standard grade. The endowment campaign·· was siic- -c essful and the permanant funds · of the Col1ege ·.w ere raised
to over six hundred thousand dollars~ · In ·192.2 President
Ward withdrew from the administr·atio1:1 .:oi the College · but
remained as a member of the Board of Trustees. · ·
From 19 2 2 .to 19 2 4 the College was ad~inisterecl by- Dean
R. J . .Sprague, who also served as acting : President, and who
· ,devoted much of his t i m e ~ organfaatJori . of the "Rollins
Union", which was projected to bring - the : t\YO - Presbyterian churches ( State organizations.) and the- Congregational
church into a union for the support and contro} .-_ of . the
College. The project would make Rollins one of the·· gr~atest centers of Christian education in · the .-South. The · operation of the plan is delayed but await,? a pro_m ising -fulfo.11- ·
ment. Year by year, beginning- with 1919, . the · academy
students were dropped unti~ 1923-24 when .Rollins ·ope.r ated
exclusively as a College with . all stude~t admitted - and
courses standardized according to · the requirements of
the Southern Association of Colleges and _· Universities, which
organization she expects to enter in the fall of 1925·. .
OUTLINE . OF PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATIONS.
1885-1893-Dr. E. P. Hooker.
1893~1894- Prof. J. H. Ford _(Acting President).
1894-1895- Prof. Charles -M. W~rd.
1895 1902-· Dr. George M. Ward.
1902-1915- Dr. William F. Blackman:
. 1915-1916-Dean A. D. Enyart. ·
1.916-1917- Dr. George M. Ward.
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1917-1919-Dr. Calvin H. French.
1919-1922-Dr. George M. Ward.
1922- 1924- Dr. Robert J. Sprague. Dean ·and Acting
President.
1924- Dr. William Clarence '\\reir.
Besides the individuals mentioned above a SGOre of other
consecrated men .and women have .contribut~d much money
and devoted years of service to the maintenance of the
college.
Outstanding among these friends of the college are
\Villiam R . O'Neal who has served the college as Treasurer
and general helper .for over thirty years . without pay;
Charles H. Morse, George Rollins, and D. K. Pearson, who
contributed heavily to the endowment and upkee·p of the
institution. \h. C. L. Smith, \Villiam C. Comstock and
Edward H. Brewer have given freely of money and time
for the common cause .
Rolhns was founded by people of broad v1s10n and high
Christian ideals, and . is built upori the sacrifice and . devotion of her loyal friends. The College has upheld the
· lofty standards of its founder and the people of Winter
Parki and is today consecrated to the highest type of liberal
Christian education. in one of tl1e most beautiful regions
and one of the finest literan~ and intellectual centers in
America.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENT

CITY OF \VINTER PARK, the seat of ROLLINS COLLEGE,
1s located on the main line of the Atlantic Coast Line Rai~way, one hundred and forty-two mil~s_ south of Jacksonville,
and 11inety-six miles northeast of Tampa,. It -- is -.within. _-,four
miles of the city of Orlando and connec~d with the fatter
· metropolis by an excellent. brick-paved road.
THE

Winter Park has an enviable reputation as one of the
most delightful, healthful and progres~iv·e -communities : in
the State. It is situated in the high -pine region . of South
Central Florida, amidst the orange grove~, lakes _a~d subtropical forests. It rambles around the most beautiful _lakes
of the State, · practically ev_e ry street e~ther terminates in _a
lake or encircles one.
The city _o f Orlando, Winter Park's big twin sister nea-rby~
has over a dozen lakes within its borders, about which its
beautiful homes and institutions are built. Orange courity _-has
over a thousand ·1akes and Rollins is in the midst of them, all
bordered by the luxuriant s~btropical vegetation arid pop~lated .
by the abundant tropical wild life , of fish, alligators, ·t urtles,
· herons, etc. . Fish and game are abundant through this .high
region. Great Lake Apopka, regarded as the be~ fishing "lake
in Florida, lies a little west of \Vinter Park a_n d Orlando.
The mild, dry winter climate, and rare frosts, _make possi ble an all-year-round outdoor life with contimious ex.ercise in
land and water sports that insures vigorous. health.
Stormy or cloudy weather is of rare occurrence and of short
duration. The almost unbroken continuity of days of sunshine makes "colds" and other . health depleting epidemic diseases of the respiratory organs almost a pegligi]?le quantity.
Young people subject to .the above _ailments, and those lacking in vitality for the best physical development, here.: mature sound , vigorous bodies and lay the foundation for the strong

.. ·.·
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constitutions and. good health essential for physical w_e ll-being
. arid success in later life.
The civic and social environment of the college community
is in keeping with its unique physical advantages and scenic .
location. The town is noted for its clean, brick-paved, oakshaded streets, attractive residences, well-kept grounds and
parks; its up-to-date public buildings include the· public school,
banks, Woman's Club, Men's Club, churches, etc. There is
also a country club with an eighteen-hole golf links, considered
among the best in the State. Great beautiful hotels occupy
scenic locations around the lakes which preserve their wild
nature and wonderful vegetation.
.

·_ \Vinter Park has the finest of pure water, . a sanitary sewer
system and the ·whole region is entirely free from malaria.
Many noted authors and eminent men from all over America ·have their winter homes here and the winter:. season is
crowded with lect_u res, concerts and other · interesting entertainments of the highest quality.
THE CAM PU S

The Campus, consisting 0£ twepty-five acres, well-shaded
by pines and oaks, skirts the north shore of Lake Virginia for
nearly half a mile , affording excellent athletic grounds, bathing and boating facilities. \\Tater is supplied to all parts · of
the campus from ·a large Ke wanee tank and well-equipped
pumping station.
·-

Hu1LDINGS.
ca mpus, viz:

There are nine principal buildings on the

Carnegie Hall, containing the Library , A dministration
Offices _a nd several class rooms.
Knowles Hall, containing the Chapel, Laboratories, Thomas
R. :&tker Museum and Recitation Rooms.
Chase Hall, a beautlful and modern rrien's dormitory.
· Lyman Gymnasium with . running track · and adequate
apparatus.

I·
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Cloverleaf, a fine three-story dormitory for women.
Lakeside, another women's dormitory.
Pinehurst, the . home of the 'Conservatory of - Music, -containing studios, practice rooms and offices.
The Commons, or general dining hall . .
The Art Studio, a small building devoted to studios and
various types of · Art work and instruction.
These. buildings are all al~mg the heights around Lake,·Vir~. .
ginia where they get the lake views and breezes.
.

'

.

Besides these are Sparrell Cottage and the fraternity arid ·.
sorority houses in the south side of the town.
THE LIBRARY
The Libr.ary of Rollins College occupies the west · half of .
Carnegie Hal1. The main room. 40 by 50 feet .in size, was
especially designed b-y the architects for library purposes,. and
they have happily combined the practical and the . artistic.
The skilful use of the heavy rnuf trusses, the. excellent lighting
system, the octagonal gallery and the colufrrns which support
it-all the woodwork being of the native pine-=-combine to
give one entering the room the impression of .a pleasing harmony of form and of color.
The rectangular room is so broken by the supports to the
gallery that, with the method of shelv.i ng, it has the appearance of a ~erie~ of recesses or alcoves, each, above and below, ·
with its own light. This leaves a central space for readipg
tables and at the same time ·a sense of retirement to those using
the alcoves.
A.t the present time the Library contains 10 ,081 bo_und.
volumes and 3487 bound public documents. . The magazines,
(about 12 ,000 single copies ) are not bound. Ther·e are, however, some 300 bound volumes ,Yhich are included in the total.
There are 17 50 pamphlets.
·
·
The citizens of Winter Park and also the winter residents
have full use of all -the privileges of the library~ .
Among .the. special collections m the Library are:

The
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Irene Sims Memorial French Library, the Theodore L. Day
collection (theological) and the Myron A. M_u ~on (literary
and scientific).
THE THOMAS R. BAKER MUSEUM .

- The Museum occupies .a large part of the second floor of
Knowles Hall and contains a valuable collection •of specimens
which are of great use in the academic equipment of the College. Since its · foundation Dr. Thomas R. Baker, Professor
Emeritus, Ph. D., has been in charge of the Museum and with
him as _director it has been given his name. He deserves 'the
· highest credit and co-operation on the part of all students,
alumni and friends of the College, because of his continued
devotion and years of self-sacrificing .effort in the interest of
the various collections of the Museum. Any persons having
material, or knowing where such · is located, which may be obtained for these collections are urgently . requested to notify
Dr. Baker with a view to his taking steps tor· securing it. The
Museum now contains over 12,000 specimens. Additions and
contributions have been made by the following people: Dr.
Robert J. Sprague, George S. Deming, Mrs·. A. W . Backus,
Mrs. Gary H. Woodsworth, Dr. R. J. Wallace, Mrs~ Harley B.
Gibbs, Mrs. Arthur P. Lewis, Dr. J. C. Th. Uphof, Mr. Ora
D. Layton, Dr. C. A . Vincent, Misses Anne and _ Florence
Stone, The Radium Corporation, Mrs. W. S. Hoffman. Mr.
Richard Potter ; Miss Emily Gordon, Mrs. F. vV. Shepherd,
Mr. A. F. Hanna, Mrs. Orville McDonald, Miss Anna Treat,
Mr. Joseph Clark, Miss Florence Edris, Mrs. Henry S. Chubb,
Mr. S. Har 1 an Baker. Mrs. M , W. Brockman, Mr. l\. P.
Yowell. Mr. Arthur Rogers, Cherokee Brick Company .
The various articles and specimen ts giveri to the Museum
by the people named above are too numerous to mention in
the catalogue, hut the College . is very grateful to all of these
men and women for their interest in building up the coliection
·· and wishes to invite others to help keep the collections grow ing in usefulness.
The Alumni Associati9n voted at a recent meeting to make
a yearly payment for the progressive upkeep of the. :\rl useum
and this kindly act will be of great benefit.

.....
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The Alumni Association was
founded in I 893 by Miss Clara Louise Gutld, A. M., first
graduate of Rollins College, and has been doing much _since . that time to extend the influence of Florida~s oldest institution
.
.
,_
of .higher learning.
·. THE ALUMNI

AssoCIAT1oi-:.

ALUMNlPROGRAM
Following is the ·program of the Alumni Association adopted at the twenty-sixth annual meeting February 21, 1925:
· I.
A selected enrollment of five hundred students.
2.
A stronger emphasis ori the development of Christian
character.
3. Membership in the Southern Association of Colleges.
4. Enlargement of the Rollins College endowment to· one
million dollars.
5. The raising of a fund of $250,000.00 providing for:
( a ) Business Administration ball; ( b ) a Science hall; · ( c)
another Dormito~y ·for young women. _
_
6. · Dyer Memorial Amphitheatre, toward which several
thousand dollars have already been subscrib.ed.
7. A Chapel. Plans are being made for the completion
_of this chapel in the near future .
. \LUlvL\·1 E::'<UO\\ ME~T

The graduating class uf 19 2-4 took out an endowment - in-· .
surance policy on the lj fe of one _of its members with the College ,as special beneficiary in case of the dea_th of the insured, ~
or in case of maturity of the policy.
·
This is a splendid proj ect o f the new Alumni,. a n d the
graduating class of 192 s is planning to continue the custom
and raise their policy a thousand dollars o v e r that of th e
preceding class.
If · this succession of endowment policies is continued according ·to the plan, each class upon its refurn for a reunion
at the maturity of its policy will have a substanti~l sum ·of
. money to ·devote to the ~improvement of the -College. · Every
year a class will come back and be able to ·undertake some
splendid project for its alma mater. _
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ALUMNI OFFICERS
The following officers were elected f~r the year 1925:
Pres1dent, R. H. Greene_.
Vice President, N. D. Harris.
Secretary, C. E. Ward.
Treasurer, F. H. Ward.
THE BACHELLER PRIZI-: CONTEST

The High . School Senior students of Florida are invited to
come to Rollins during Founders' Week .an_d deliver original
orations in · competition for the prizes offered by Mr. Irving
Bacheller. The orati9ns are all sent · in to a 'board of judges
and the authors of the best ones are called to Rollins to deliver
them. This contest constitutes one of the best occasions of the
year.
STUDE~T ..\ CTIVITIES

Upon registration a student
automatically becomes a memb~r of the Student Association
which controls all student enterprises. All" questions connected with these activities. before being presented to _the Association,· must first be approved by the Executive Committee
of the Assot1ation which is composed of representatives from
the student body and facult y . Athletics are under the general control of the athletic council of the faculty.
THE

STUDENT

AssoCIATI O ~.

\Vomen Students · have an expert Physical Director for
their sports with special instructors for swimming and water
sports. The College features the aesthetic type of sports for
women rather than the muscular, because this leads to womanly health, grace and happiness.
WATER SP O RTS ..\~D MEETS

Rollins 1s ·perfectly located for water · sports and these
take a large place in the activities of the campus.
The Florida State Interscholastic Meet is held annually .
off the shores of the campus, ·in which practically all the

high schools of the state participate.
This is th e weekly newspaper published by the
students during the college year. The editors are elected by _
SANDSPUR.
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a board consisting of the existing editorial .s taff together
with three . members :of the faculty who act in an advisory
capacity. The . editorial conduct o_f the· papers is in the hands
of the editor and . his associates. wh.o are r~sponsib_le for its
policy. This paper was -estab_lished in 1894.
·
DELPHIC SOCIETY.
This organization is maintai_ned for
the purpose of promoting dramatics, . debating, and cultivating the taste for music and literature. Its membership in-.
· eludes both young men and young women. Under the di- -·
rection of the Advisory Board on Lectures and the Director of the Consenratory. nationally prominent lecturers and
concert artists are brought · to \Vinter Park.

Th e College v·. M. C. · _-\. and
Y. W. C. · A. are . the centers of the · religious life ot the students. Devotional services are held each Tuesday evening.
Occasionally union services are held. The Y. \V. ·c. A ·.
annually .gives a holiday bazaar, the proceeds of which are
donated to ·the . \Vest Tampa Mission, founded by a Rollins
alumnus, rhe Rev . Fred P. En minger. Funds are _a lso raised
with which to send delegates to the Southern Student Con- ·
ference at Blue Ridge , K. C.
CHR-ISTL\~ Assoc 1ATIO:NS.

ToMOKAN. This is Rollins Coliege year-book. It is pU:b-· ·
lished annually by the Junior Class as a part of the asso- ·
ciated activities of the students.
GLEE CLUBS A:'.\'D OR C HESTRA. These ~:>Tganiz-abons are
under the direction of the Conservatory of Music and provide choir singing - for both men ·and women. Several concerts ar~ given . annually in Winter Park and other Florida ·
cities.

FRATERNITIES

THE PHI ALPHA ( 1903 ) is now erecting a fine new chapter

house overlooking . lake Virginia.
THE THETA KAPPA Nu fraternity ( national, 1924 _former- ·

ly local · Tau Lambda Delta J has recently had its chapter ·
house remodelled ·and greatly · improved.
THE INTER- FRATERNITY COUNCIL is -·m ade - up from these _
two fraternities.
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THE PA N-HELLirn1 c Assoc1ATION is composed of the fol- lowing Greek letter sororities, which live on the c o 11 e g e
campus: Kappa Epsilon ( 1902 ) ; Sigma _ Phi ( 1920 ); and
Phi Omega _(i921 ) .
CHRISTIAN · ED CATION

.

G

Rollins students are - re uired to attend religious . exerses in Chapel four times uring each week and to attend
~e~ular church service on Sunday. .-Ro~lins does not teach
rehg10us dogma. but endeavors _to mamtam a ~holesome religious atmosphere and work for the development of Christian character by means of the Y. M. C. A '. I Y. w. C. A.,
special speakers at chapel, a strong college. evangelist each
year, the teaching of Christian philosophy and ideals in the
class rooms, -and required Bible courses. · Bible study of both
Old and New Testaments is re·q uired of all graduates
through . two years. Besides these cour~es in Bible there
have recently been established courses in the History of Religion and the History of Christianity.
It is the .special desire of the faculty that principles of
justice, square dealing and Christian manhood should · permeate th~ athletic and sporting activities of the student body.
All athletic managers are instructed and urged to build up
this spirit of righteousness in the conduct of _their various
enterprises.
Modern boJks are wanted in these subjects and any friend
of the College having such which he would donate is requested
to communicate with the Librarian on the subject._ THE CHAPEL ASSOCIATION

The Chapel Association, of which Mr. Irving Bacheller
is President, has brought to the College Chapel on Sunday

evenings throughout the year many of the most eminent men
of ·the country in Religious, Literary, Philanthropic, Journalistic and other active lines of work. · The Association has
r.e cently established
trust · fund as a beginning for the do-nations for the building of a new auditorium :
THE COLLEGE

a

COLLEGIATE STANDING

Rollins Cqllege is a -member of the

American

Asso-

GE1'ERAL REQUIREMENTS

ciation of Colleges. It h, recognized · by · the. University and
hy the Florida State Board of Education which·. petmits its .
graduates to teach in the standard high schools -of · the '.S at~,
without examination. _A transcript of , r,ecord ·of grades made~ . ·
at Rollins College is -recognized -by the leading- educational.
institutions of the North such as Cornell, Brown, Princeton _·.
and Johns Hopkins Universities. . ·
ADMISSION

AND ( 'REDENTIALS

Candidates for admission to the College should · pre-sent
the following credentials:
L Testimonials . of · good character.
Such testimonials ·.
should, when obtainable~ be from the principal · of the secondary school from which the candidate has.. been graduated
and from the pastor of the church which he or she .habitually
attends. ·
·
2. A · certificate or diploma, or a certified copy of it, show- ·
ing the graduation of the candidate from an approved secondary _school.
·
·
3. A transcript, properly certified, showing the subjects·
studied · and the grade obtained in eac4.
This transcript
should show the number of weeks during which each subject
has been studied, the number of recitation periods _:per weelt ·
and the length of the period. The College will furnish blanks
for this transcript if desired. Students desiring the.. Cqllege .
to do this should notify the registrar in ·advance of the open:.. ·
ing · of the College;
4. ~atters of discipline, . rules, regulations, etc., are de"."
termined · by _the proper College authorities; Continued · neg- .·
lect of studies, continued ignoring of Coll~ge regulations, or
persistent conduct prejudicial to the moral welfare . of the . ·
College will be considered sufficient ground · _for .severing a
student's connection with the institution after due admonitio~.AnvANCED STANDING. A candidate for advanced staild-.ing in the College must submit a transcript from ·the records
of a . college of rank equal to that of Roliins, showing satis- ·
factory grades in the subjects for which credit • is desired ..
Such students must also bring testimonials . with . regard to
their good moral character . .
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Advanced standing may also be obtained by exammation in the subjects for which credit is . desired.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS. Fifteen · units · of work satisfactorily . completed are required for admISsion to the College. The greater part' of this work must be in subjects specified below. Properly certified credentials, · as indicated below,
showing the completion of the required numl?er · of units of
work in a standardized · secondary school, will admit a student to the Coll~ge without examinations. ·
The following definition of a " unit" as agreed upon in
a conference between the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and the K ational Committee on Standards of Colleges and Secondary- Schools is one accepted
by the College and is used in this catalogue . . " A unit represents a year's study in any subject in a secondary school
constituting approximately a quarter ·of a .full year's _work. "
In making this definition , it assumed that the school year
is not less than thirty weeks 1 and that the recitation periods are
not less than forty" minutes long.
ADMISSION BY ExAMINATIO~s. Candidates for admission
to the Freshmen Class who do not bri~g acceptable certificates
or diplomas may be admitted by an examination in any or
all subjects. These examinations may be taken on the day
preceding registration in September.
·
The -subjects required for admission ·and the number of
units in each are shown in the following tables:
Language:
Latin .. ... ..... ... ..... .

Greek .. ... .... .
German , or French , or Spanish .
.. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .... .
2
English ... . .... . .. . . .... .
. ... . ... .. .. ..... ... .... .. .. .. ...
3
Mathematics
.. . . . ... .. . . .. .. ... . .. . .
2 ½
History and Civics..... ... .
.. .. .. . . ... ..... .... ........ .. .. .. .
2
Science
. . . . . .. .. .
. . . . ... .. .. .. ..
1
Electives .. . .. . .
.. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
4½
Total
.. . .. ... ... .......... ..
... ..... .... .. ... .............
15
· Note-Not less than two units must be presented in any language for which credit is desired. Electives to be chosen from standard high school .course.
REGISTRATION.

Eve n· ·student must register at the -col-
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lege before entering any class. Regis~ration :after th~ _i-e.gu-ula~ day app<;>inted for such will cost two dol_iars extra_.
_All students unless . excused by -the -Dean for adequate
reasons, must · _register for a minimum of fifteen ·hours;
No student shall drop a course or change his regis~ration
without the consent of the instructor and · consultation with .
the class advisor. -A ll changes must _receive the sign_a ture ·
o.f the Dean and be reported to the · Registrar. No ..-such
change may be made after the · second week of the sem~ster._
SPECIAL · STUDENTS.
In the arrangement of. courses the
established fact . is _recognized that fixed · schemes of study
must be maintained in . the interests of ·higher education~ and
students ·ale strongly advised and encouraged to enter the
regular courses.
·
All the privileges of the college, however, are open to
students pursuing partial courses as far as they are prepared·
to take advantage of them.
The orgariization · of spedal
classes for such students cannot be promised~ but · when- a
sufficient · number appear to justify ·such · action it may · be .
done~ · Such special students in any department, not ca·n didates for a degree will be entitled to certificates of . proficiency in all branches of study they ·may satisfactorily
complete.
LIMITS OF WORK.
For the completion _of any course, 124
hours· are required , in addition to the physical training ·r e-quirement of four hours. Not more than -thirty hours· . of.
work receiving a . grade below 7 s percent may · be · applied .
toward graduation. ·Freshmen will not .·be_ allowed to· U.Q.dertake more than sixteen hours exclusive of physical educat_ion.
Advanced students may register for a maximum o_f 18
hours whose general aver~ge for. the preyious semester wa~
riot below 8 5 per cent, by · approval of · the Dean . .. Anyother arrangement must be by faculty action:'.
Registration later than three weeks after registration day
will not be permitted without the· approval -o f the administration committee.
·
Any student who is C4rrying excessive registrati?n (that is more than sixteen hours) and who is reported as .doing_ un-·
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satisfactory work, .shall be required to reduce his registration to tht normal max.i mum of sixteen hours;. and . any other
student reported as being unsatisfactory may · be given the
opportunity to make up such work, on the recommendation
of his instructor, befo.r e the end of the month, otherwise he
shall b~ required to · drop the course.
Any student who, in any semester, is reported as doing
unsatisfactory work in more than one quarter of his registered hours may be placed on probation for the remainder
of the semester. In case such work has not · become satisfactory he may not register for the following semester.
ABSENCE.
Prompt and regular attendance at all exercises is considered essential to the best interests of the student. A student who, for any reason is absent from ten
percent of his class exercises ( including laboratory periods)
is· debarred from credit in that course untjl the work is made
up to the satisfaction of the .instructor in charge.
If ten
a sences occur _in all courses for which no satisfactory . excuse can be given, including those from chapel and from
gymnasium, one required academ1c hour · shall be deducted
from -his required credits for that ·semester.
Excuses for absence, must be secured from the Dean of
Men or the Dean of Women, countersigned by the Dean of
the College and the instructor in charge of the class missed,
then filed with t~e reg·istrar. ·
All absence from class. while representing · the cq.llege
at athletic or other contests recognized as college· activities,
~\.! shall be considered excused absences, upon filing . of names
~
of students by the various coaches in the office of the Dean.
~ .·
Absences will be permitted ·without excuse to the extent
~
of the number of credits which the course carries in each
HONORS IN SCHOLARSHIP

Honors in scbofarship may be obtained by special excellence in the work of the course and by · special work and high
grades in a particular department. The names of students
who receive horiors are announced in the annual -catalogue.
ScttOLARSHIP HONORS.
. There shall be pubiished in each
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catalogue a list of honor stude_nts. A student who has received 9 5 percent in at least two thirds of his _w ork · and not
less than 85 percent in the remainder inay be designated as·-.
receivi_n g "First _Honors." "S~d Honors" may·_ be earried
by having no _grade l~ss tha~85 percent during t~e year. __
GRADUATION · HONORS.
Seniors will be gr_a duated · with
the honors: Summa Cum Laude; Mag·n a Cum · Laude; . and
Cum Laude. Students who have during - th~ir freshmen~
sophomore, junior and senior · years achievecl a general
average of 9 5 percent will be granted the honor SUMMA CUM ·
LAUDE; ,~hose whose average is from 91 . to 94 percent inclu- sive, will be granted -the honor MAGNA CUM LAUDE; ahd those ·
whose average is from 88 to- 90 percent inclusive will be
granted the honor CUM LAUDE.

GRADUATION,

DEGREES,

GENERAL

RE.QUIREMENTS.

For the -regular Liberal Arts studi_es, the College ordinarily confers only the Bachelor of Arts degr~e, but the ·
Bachelor of Science · may be conferred upon those who have ·
shown unusual° ·excellence and intensive . study i_n scientific
·
·
work.
REQUIREMENTS

FOR THE

DEGREE OF

BACHELOR. OF .ARTS

This degree will be conferred upon students who have
completed satisfactorily I 28 semester hours; four ·may be·
in physical edt1cation according . to the prescrib~d courses .
and who satisfy all other requirements of the College. The
candidate must meet the requirements _of his selected majm ·
group _of studies.
·
The work of a degree is planned for four f~ll years of
study ·,, and has a, prerequisite of four years· of secondary'
school work or its equivalent. . Students of rare ability ·who
can make .such ·high marks as to permit of constant regis-·
trat1on may shorten this · time a little, but such ·an
accomplishment _ is · rare and is not encoura·g ed, unless the
·
circumstances fully justify 1t_.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE <{F BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

The Bachelor of Science course is made up for those
students who wish to concentrate upon ·science.
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The language requirements for the B. S. degree will
be determined in each by the major instructor. · The candidate must major in some branch of science-- and fulfill the
requirements of his major department 'accordingly.
DEGREE

OF · MASTER

OF

ARTS

The ~aster's· degree has been conferred in the past upon
a Yery few individuals who h·ave done advanced work of an
unusual quality. The college does not seek graduate students. and only those who can . find here especially the materia I for post-graduate work of an intensive char.acter are
accepted _ The Master's degree will be granted only ,o n the
completion of one full y ear's work in residence, the candidate passing the courses with an average of 90 percent or
above , and the preparation of a thesis giving evidence of
thorough research in some chosen and . accepted . subject.
_.\.ny student seeking a degree of any
kind from Rollins must put in at least -one full year of residence study at Rollins . .Full credit wjll be given to work done
in other institutions of an equal grade with Rollins, but no .
more than three year_s for such can count toward . a BacheloT's
degree.
RESIDENCE STUDY.

The amount of
work required of candidates for the baccalaureate degree
is measured by semester hours. A semester hour is one sixty minute period of ,vork per week throughout one semester.
The requirements of candidates for a · degree are sixteen such
hours per semester, or one hundred and twenty-eight ,s emester
hours of satisfactory work as · a prerequisite for graduation.
Credit for not more than thirty-six semester hours may, at
the discretion of the Faculty, be allowed for work done in
the '·conservatory of Music."
·
·
c;E~ERAL REQU IREMENTS FOR DEGREES.

.

.

All candidates for degrees must complete the required ·
courses of study to the. satisfaction of the. Faculty; must
maintain that standard of morality a·n d character which is
consistent with the ideals of Rollins, must · have a minimum
of one full vear of residence study at the College, and must

.
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have satisfied ~11 other college requirements including the payment of all semester bills.
Such candidates must have a working . knowledge ot' one ·
or more foreign languages according to · the spec1fications
and plans of . his major requirements.
No student will be permitted to carry more than eighteen
semester hours of work at one time witho~t permission of
the faculty. The number of hours in pre-:-professional courses
will be governed by the regulations and needs of that work:
· In general, students are not permitted . to register· for more
than the regular number of semester hours unless they have
. m:ade in -the previous year an . a·v erage of .more than eighty
in all subjects, and have failed in none.
Candidates for degrees are
each required to complete a major group of. studies of not
less than twenty-four semester hours of work, not including .
the required courses of · the Freshman year.
MAJOR GROUPS OF STUDY.

The candidate's major work is done under the direction

and advice of a major in_structor who · advises and ~ssis_ts
in making up the group of closely _related ·courses, which will
lead _to the result desired by the ·student. The major ·course
of a candidate shou'ld be reported by the major instructor to
the faculty for ratification
·
The principal fields m which majors can be made up are:
Business Administration .
Economics and Finance.
English and Am erican Literature.
English.
Philosophy and Bible.

Biology. _.
C hemistry.
Mathen1atic .
Modern Languages .
History . .

The catalogu·e'·. cannot specify in detail of what cour~es
major . groups can consist, but the group is made· up under
the direction of the;. major instructor according to the ·-~ eds
_a nd objects of the student. _Some major groups nia.y- r-equire
more than the minimum twenty-four . semester hours, · if in· ·
the judgment of the major instructor and the · Scholarship
Committee more hours are necessary for an adequate rounding, up of the major subject.
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Major groups of study should be selected not later than
the beginn.ing of the Junior year, and in some majors it ~isof great advantage to make the selection and_ plan the work .
earlier than that time. Adequate assistance ·w11l be given by
. the Dean and Advisors ·to aid students in settling these questions
·

GREAT OBJECTS OF A COLLEGE. COURSE
The objects in view of a course of study m college are
m general:
Self-development and self-realization of the individual, the training of the talents and the fulfillment of the
personal possibilities which are given . to every student by the ·
Creator.
I.

Preparation for getting a living ,
that basic knowledge which will enable
ceed in the practical affairs of life and
and power to attain supremacy in his
2.

·

the a~quisition of
the student to sucto ·dev~lop efficiency
life's work

3. P r e p a r at ion for citizenship a n d training i n
self-government which will enable the college graduate · to
be a leader in the · civic, political and social progress of his
day and to carry the load of public duties and responsibilities for his fellowmen.
· ·
4. The cultural life and an appreciation of art, music,
literature, · philosophy and history · of past and present, which
will enable the college graduate to ·know and enjoy the
greatest thoughts and feelings of his race.
5. Inspiration for ·· that enlightened religious . and Christian life which will empower the college graduate to realize
those ideals of the Bible and Sonship with God that consfr·
tute the Christia.n's hope of imm9rtality.
COURSES OF STUDY AND REQUIREMENTS

FOR GRADUATION

The general principle of the College is to require every candidate for the A. B. degree to have acquired
a working knowledge of some one foreign language~ The
LANGUAGE.

SPECIAL REQ U IRE M ENTS

amount of study necessary for such a. ·'·'working" knowledgeu
would ordinarily be .three years, but · the condition of the
student's nationality, family or previous experience might ·
provide the required accomplishment with less regular class.
work ~ The College wishes. to stress. the effective accomplishment made in a language rather than a stated ammjnt of
· study. Whenever the head of the department · in whi~ .-the
student 1.s taking his language, .reports that .he has acquired
a practical "working knowledge" . of the chosen language
his requirements m that regard are fulfilled ..
VARIOUS . LANGUAGE ST UDIES SUGGESTED ·
1.
Students entering with two years of one modern Ian.:
· guage, ta~e a minimum of one year of the language in· college.
2.
Those entering with two years each of more tlHln one
moder!1 · language take one year of one of . them in college.
3. ·rhose entering . with two years ·of Latin, and no
modern language, take one year of Latin ·or two years-· of
a modern language, . according to the recommendation · o"f the.
scholarship Committee. ·
·
4. Those entering with three years of a foreign language .
may apply to the proper language professor for a · certificate
of a "working knowledge." If t.h is can be secured the ·s tudent .is relieved of further language requirements, . otherwise
he should make plan·s to complete the catalog requirements.
A "working knowledge'' certificate from the ·head of a
language department . is necessary for graduation. · · ·

REQUIRED AN D ELECTIVE STUDIES
·Freshm an . Y ear
~

or :\'.lodern · Language ..... ..... .... 3-4 hours thru the year
English ..... .... .. ....... ........... ... ........... .. ...... J
"
·" · "
,,
Mathematics or Ancient Language ... ..... 3
"
"
"
"
History . :.... .. .. .. ..... .... ... ...... .... ....... : ...... . . j
Bible or a Science , ... ........... ... ..... .... ... .·.....2-4
( Chemistry, Physics or Biology)
' ' .,
P hysical Culture and · Public Speaking.. 2-3
J 1

1

16-18 hours

11

·
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S ophoinore Y ear
Language, if necessary to fulfill the
requirements .. ......... ...............
.. 2-3 hours thru the year

English

.. .......... ........ ...... ........ ...

.. 2-3

''

''

History ... ... .. ... .. .. ... .......... .. .. ... . ... .. . 3
Science . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. ... . . . .. . . . .. .
. ... 3 -4
Electives. under direction of advisor
Physical Culture ·and Public Sp~king . 1 ~3
Bible. if necessary to fill requirements .. . 2
I

6- 1 8 hours

J ,mior Year
Economics ..... .. ... .. , .... .. .. .
Bible, if necessary ...... .
Psychology and Ethics
El~c-,ives, under direction of advisor
Physical Culture <.·
16- 18 hours

Senior Year
*Social Institutions and Problems .... . .
Physical Culture
... .... .. ... ... .
Electives
. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . ... ... .
16-18hours
• If not already elected.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION ~
WITH BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE
~&.. ,'i{
8 semester ho~rs of Bible and Christianity,
·" ~
1 2 semester hours of Science.
· \
4 semester . hours of public speaking unless certified
in the subject by the head of that d_e partment.
(4). Latin Required-In order to secure the · Bachelor uf
Arts degree the student must have passed six
books of Ceasar or its equivalent.
If he had no
Latin for entrance, but another language, the .Latin
must be taken before the Senior year.
GENER A L OUTLINE OF REQUIRED STUDIES FOR
THE B. A. DEGREE
FRESHMAN YEAR

_

Any deviation from this curriculum can be made only on
approval of the Committee on Courses and . Credits. The
Committee is ready to give consideration and advice to any

~
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student before the ,beginning of the Junior year.
MAJOR SUBJECTS .

Every candida~e for a Bachelor's degree must select a major ·
subject and complete twenty-four semester hofrrs in it 'beyond
the Freshman work. . No grade below 80 is accepted for credit
in a .major subject.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SC'IENCE

of

The candidate for the degree of Bachelor
Science mµ.st
. complete forty-two semester hours of scientific wo.r k, ·_ twentyfour of which must be chosen · in on~. · department for · his
major subject.
.
The general requirements given below for the . -Bachelor · ·
of Arts degree are required for the Bachelor of Science degree
with the following exceptions : .
. _ _
(a) . Only Freshman English is required.
(b) Only one year of History is required.
( c) Only one year of Bible is required.

'
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_DEPA.RTME:\"TS .AND DESCRIPTIONS OF COURSES

DEPARTMENT OF ART
MRS . . !\"EWBY
AIM

It is the aim, of this department to give to students a
thorough and practical knowledge of art, and to develop _an
understanding of the broad principles underlying ·a ll art.
The valu·e of drawing . or designing as ment_al trainin·g cannot be overestimated. The ability to _create original work
which this department aims to develop demands an intensive
application of the mental_ faculties .
HISTORY OF ART.
The first · semester is devoted to archi- ·
tecture, the primitive and prehistoric, Egyptian, Chaldean,
· Assyrian , Persian , Syrian. Greek. · Roman, Early Christian
and Rennaissance.
The second semester is devoted to painting.
Florence,
. Italian, Venetian. Roman. French, German , Spanish, Dutch,
18th and ·I 9th centuries.
Credit, 3- 3 hours. Lecture and note book course. ·
DRAWING COURSE

No previous knoW'.ledge of art is necessary for admission.

A student may enter · the classes at any -time during · the
semester, but it is to their advantage to be prese-nt
the

at

beginning of the semester.
Special attention given to the
study of form and- proportion preparatory to antique drawing'. Drawings from objects and simple casts, to be rendered both with pencil and charcoal.
ANTIQUE DRAWlNG.
Analytical study of the cast a prerequisite to life study. Light · and shade in charcoal and
p~ncil.
· NATURE DRAWING. Study of the various leaves and flower
forms with emphasis on the control maintained · throughout
· all nature.· Different renderings of the same drawing to show
pnssibilities for decoration.
ELEMENTARY

DRAWING.

ART APPRECIATION

In this course the first semester will be devoted to theory '
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of design and color~ -This will form a preparation for _problems given in- interior decoration,_ costume d~sign and - comm~rcial art. If · the pupil desires one phase . of the. :work -in
particular for which there is an especial appeal_,· work may . be
do""le in that . line alone.
CosTUME DESIGN.
Study · of -the art1st1c laws which·. guide
in planning good lines and color in making of costum~s . ..
INTERIOR DECORATION-.
Study of the relations o-f
harmony in the features of a house including color, harmony
.and values throughout the . interi0r; floor coveringsJ hangings, and wall coverings._
COMMERCIAL ART

This department covers a wide range o_f ·s t~dy embracing the technique of pen pertcil and wash and their use in
drawing for reproduction. Book plate and book ~-cover. designing also postal work and _advertising proble_m s given. · There
is an ever increasing . demand for skilled d~aughtsman ,and
ori_ginal designers. This department gives foundation -work
for further study in a special field.
1

PAINTI~ G

~ollins 1s delightfully · located for outdoor sketching ..·
This will be carried out in water colors and· oils. · . Students
who have had the required work in _.clrawing will he taken
_in this class. ·Composition will be stress~d-· and the , value of
, interesting arrangement. Also still life . compositions will
be painted in both water colors and oils.
DECORATION OF CHINA

This course is planned _for the student who wish.e s to
study art -through prac~ical decoration of objects for the· _h ome.
This work is very fascinating and •. grows more so to . the indi~
vidual the longer he works with it.
The -Art department is anxious to · cooperate with - the
other" departments the College in any way it ·can be of
service. The department of expression is of ten in ·need of
special scenic effects, and it is our _d esire to work out these ·
backgrounds; also to submit designs to the school publications for their . various needs.

of
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The course h·a s been carefully planned . to meet all the requirements · and enable the students to build a solid foundation for future advanced work. The drawing course is very
.important as a basic principle for any branch .of Art train:ing. Some of the most famous painters spent years in drawing before they would even attempt color. · In composition
. the inventive power and originality of the student is sought
a~d stimulated. Painting, which is an individual expression,
will be encouraged for the advanced student, allowing devek;>pment to the natural instincts.
DEPARTMENT OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE
CHRISTIA!'J ITV

AND

PROFESSOR DRES C H

r. THE OLD TESTAMENT. This is devoted to a study of
. the facts of the historical books and the po_e try, philosophy
· and prophesies of . the other books, the purpose being t,o ·1earn
and understand the Old Testament as it is. Open to all
students required before Senior year. Credlt, 2 hours.
2.
THE NEw TESTAMENT. The teachings of Jesus in
the four gospels, his personality, religion. ethics and a reYiew: of the Epistles with the philosophy of the first followers
of Christ. The purpose of the course is tq establish a familiarity with the New Testament and the teaching of Jesus.
Open to all students. Requirea before Senior year. Credit,
2 hours.
3. HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY. The first preaching of
Christianity; spread of the Apostolic . Church; the Roman
period and the Eastern Church; the Dark Ages; the · Reformations and Revolts; the modern sects and the problems of
. Christianity in recent times; the missionary . movements. Open
to all students. Credit; 2 hours.
4. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF RELIGIONS.
The cour.se
studies the natural origin of primitive religions, the characteristics and philos0phies of the leading cults, such_ as · Hinduism, Buddhism, Mohammedanism, Zorastrianism, etc. · The
good and bad features of each are compared. Ci-edit, 3 hours.
5. WoRLD Mrss10Ns. A survey will be made of the needs
and problems of home and foreign missionary work, arising
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·from racial social and religious conditions. Cr~dit, 2 hours.
6. THE ETHICS OF JEsus. The teachings of Jesus will
be studied in relation to social and economic conditions.
Credit, 2 hours:
. DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
PROFESSOR UPHOF

. The Department of Biology is ex~eedingly well located
for the study of botany and zoology. · The environments , of
Rollins College are rich . in . resources of plant · and animal
life of Peninsular Florida, and their study is in~xhaustible.
The Baker_ Museum · for Natural History posse·sses · many
valuable specimens, ~hile the laboratory contains .up-to-date
instruments . and other appliances for ~cientific studies. A
considerable amount of research work is being accomplished
in plant ecology, physiology; anatomy: and genetics. · As to
the ·study · of Horticulture, land~cape garden1ng and .· sub•
tropical fruit growing, the department offers unusual opportunities on account of its splendid location among extensive
groves and gardens of the many beautiful private e_states.
1. · GENERAL BIOLOGY.
A course giving ·a ·· thorough
training on the su:bject of life, reproduction, e:mbryology
and histology of ·plants and animals: Resistance . and sus~
ceptibility to disease. A general outline -o f variation and
heredity. Three one-hour lectures a week and 1 a· b o ·r at o r y
work.
Credit, 3 hours.
.
2.
GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY.
The course is devoted to the
. chemical and physical phenomena of . life from . the·· Protozoa
to the highest forms of the ·Metazoa, as well ~s of human-life . .
Three one-hour lectures a week and laboratory' w o r k, · pre
requisite Biology 1.
Credit, 3 nours.
3. . GENERAL BOTANY. A course dealing . with the ge~eral
morphology of various groups of ·pl':1nts. Differen~. plant
associations and formations will _be s(udied in r¢la~ion to
environment. Three one-hour lectures a · week and laboratory
work.
Credit, 3 _hours.
.
.
4-5. MICROSCOPICAL TECHNIQUE. ··. Instruction i~:: given
oy recitations, lectures, and laboratory ·work. This _course involves the bistology· and cytology ·of the tissues of .inverte-
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brates, as well as those of plants. The student becomes acquainted with the important methods of fixing, · hardening,
· dehydrating staining, clearing, imbedding, sectioning with
the rotary and sliding microtome, and mounting objects for
microscopical study, which gives the student an accurate
knowledge of the anatomy of animals and plants in minute
details. P!erequisite biology 2. Two one-hour lectures a
week and considerable · amount of laboratory work. Credit,
·
3 hours.
6-7. ZooLOGY-lNVERTEBRATE - ANATOMY. This - course gives the general principles of zoology morphology-, ecology
and general classification of invertebrate animals. Instruction. is given by recitation and by laboratory work. It
aims to acquaint the student with the structure, development
and functions of the lower animals. Three one-hour lectures a week, and laboratory work. Prerequisite· biology r-4.
Credit, 3 hours.
1

I

1

8-9.

ZOOLOGY- V ERTEBRATE ANATOMY ~-\ND EMBRYOLOGY.

This course deals with ,.1 ertebrates in much the same manner
as biol_o gy 6-7 deals with invertebrates. Instruction is by
means of lectures and laboratory exercises. Representative
animal's of the different classes of Vertebrata are dissected and
studied in det~il so that ·a · co~parison of the different forms
is obtained. This course is intended primarily for those who
are especially interested in a future study of medicine.
Three one-hour lectures a week, and laboratory work. Prerequisite, biology 2-4. Credit, 3 hours.
1·0-1 I.
HORTICULTURE AND FRUIT. GROWING.
A oneyear course dealing with a thorough ·study of physics, chemistry and bacteriology of the soil ; irri'gation ·and drainage ;
natural and artificial propa·g ation of plants; general outline of tropical and subtropical fruit and vegetable growing; grove management; a study of plant diseases 'and pests,
and means of eradication. Three one-hour · lectures a week,
fi~ld work as well as designing plans of groves. Credit, 3
hours.
I 2- I 3.
ORNAME~T.-\L TREES, . SHRUBS AND FLOWERSJ LANDSCAPE GARDENI~G.
_-\ close study of
various ornamental
garden plants, their uses and mode of propagation. The art
0
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· of landscape gardening, planning of gardens and estates.
Two one-hour lectures a week and laboratory work. Credit,
2 hours. _ 14.
GENETICS.
A course dealing with th·e laws of vari,ation and heredity . Factor analysis, Law
·_Mendel,_ Mutation Theory, Hybridism, principles of· biometry, plant and
animal breeding. Two one-hour . lectures ·a week. -Prerequisite, biology 1 - 2.
Credit, 2 -hours. ·

of

I 5.
PLANT PHYSIOLOGY. A _study bf the metabolism of
plants, thetr growth nutrition, photosyntheses,_ materi~l -trans-_
formation in · the cells, influence of . external · conditions,
symbiosis, parasitism and fermentation:
Two one-ho_u r
recitation periods and laboratory ,vo-rk. Prerequisite -b iology
1 -2.
Credit, 2 hours.

16. SYSTEMATIC BOTANY. _\ studv of the flowering
plants ferns . mosses, fungi and algae , especially with
_ reference to the local flora. Two one-hour lecture_s .and
laboratory work. Prerequisite, biology 1 ~2-3.
Credit, 2
hours.
1 i.
BACTERIOLOGY. This course endeavors to deal in a gen. eral way with the application of bacteriology of household and _
sanitary sciences; bacterial disease of men, animals, -and plants;
soil bacteriology. Classification of bacteria; preparation ·of important culture media, transplanting, inoculation and· indentifi. cation of various types of bacteria; further staining and .preparation of bacterial slides. Two one-hour recitation .'p eriods and one
t\vo-hour laboratory period a week. Credit. two hours: 18.
Eco~o~.rc BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY. ·~\ popular course
dealing with yarious plant and animal products, their eco~ ·
nomic importance; preparation and gross · structure. Two
one-hour lectures a week. Prerequisite-, biology _1 - 2 Credit,
2 hours.
1
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·· Professions have been among . the greatest agencies · in
dvi liza-tion, and as human society becomes more .complex it
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produces new ones, which, if society is progressive, helps its
advance.
·
"There is no controversy to-day but that there are certain
well defined principles underlying business and that they are
·capable of being worked inductively · from the results of observation, comparison and reflection and capable of . being
taught by the ~eans of definite solutions -of selected problems in which those principles are inV10ked." *
Rollins College• recognizes business · as a pr_ofession and ·
..offers courses in Business Administration which meet a professional standard. . It is the aim of Rollins fo lead in giving
_the South a school of business which will adequately represent the rapidly increasing commercial aspect ·of this section
-of the country.
The wo:rld is demanding to-day men of general education
and' culture with . special training in business. · Rollins has
adopted a policy .and is developing a department for· meeting this particular demand. Such fundamental subj.ects as
En&'lish, Economics, Mathematics and History are consistently interwoven with and constitute a background for the technical subjects of Accounting , Banking, Selling, and other
.specialized fields of business.
An exceptionally strong course is offered for those aspiring to the Certified Public Accountant (C.P.A. ) degree.
This degree is granted only on passing a state examinak:m,
but all students at Rollins who have this as their objective
take courses directed by a Certified fublic · Accountant WHO
DEVOTES HIS FULL TIME TO THEIR REQUIREMENTS. This work
is based upon the well known Walton texts which are universally recognized and used by practicing accountants as
well as leading schools of commerce.
Close contact with actual business is maintained and the
·"problem" method is used wherever practicable.
All students majoring in business administration are re_-

* From a rec·e nt speech by Pres. Lowell of Harvard Uni·versity.
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quired to study current reports of business affairs and st.a tistics, and to acquaint themselves with -the method~ of fore- .
casting business conditions.
ENTRANCE

REQUIREM'ENT5

· The courses given and the :methods of instruction used
are of such intensive nature that no ~dent -will be permitteq
to re1gister · for more than three courses in thts departlll,ent •
during any one semesteL except the show ·record - of being· . ,
in senior standing.
Failure to pass · in any two . out of three cour~es at the
end of the first semester will debar such student from continuing in this department until the work has been satisfactor~ly passed.
Other entrance requirements are the same as in · other
departments and the student must also register in the College in the ordinary way.
No special students are admitted without the consent of
the head of the department except in those coutses offered
to the business men of this section.
Students graduating from this department · must finish
a total of · 138 semester hours, 80 of which shall be· arranged
by this department as majo:r work. Students finishing this
amount of required work will receive the ·Degree of · Bachelor
of Arts and a special diploma from this department. ·
OUTLINE OF COURSES

Courses in parentheses are not given in 1925-19~6, · but it
is the intention tq give them in 1926-1927. Cour~es : cited
with two numbers continue both the first and second semesters. The college · reserves the right not to give any
scheduled course in which less than five have enrolled.
ACCOUNTING
1 -2.
CoNSTR.UCTIVE AccouNTING·. R~quired of al_l stu- ·
dents majoring in Business- Administration. This c~urse
gives a brief summary of boo~keeping and finan~ial state- . ,
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ment procedure followed by the teaching of accounting
principles, giving the reasons for their existence and the application -0f those principles, to practical accounting propositions and to actual laboratory work on practice sets. The
student is taught the use of working papers, to adjust ac•counts, and to prepare statements of .profits and of financial
exhibits of trading and manufacturing . enterprises. Opening of partnership and corporation books, their financing and
final liquidation are treated in a practical manner. Credit,
4-4 hours.
3-4. ADVANCED AccouNTING. This course presupposes
a thorough knowledge of the theory of accounts from the constructive viewpoint. In the treatment of the more advanced
theory and practice, the principal aim is · to give a thorough
professional training in practical accounting irr ' preparation
for the higher _positions of auditor, comptroller or executive
of large corporations, and ~also to prepare the student to pass
th~ C. P. A. and American Institute examinations.
Prerequisite, Accounting, I-2. Credit, 4-4 hours . .
5-6. CosT AccouNTING. The aim of this course is twofold: to teach· cost accounting principles, and . their application. Considerable - attention is also given to those phases
of industrial management which are necessary to , the installation and operation of a modern cost . system. Laboratory
work is required on practice sets. A study is made of the
various methods of distributing overhead and· of factor)' .depreciation. Graphic presentation of cost data is fully considered. Prereq~isite, · Accounting 1-2. Credit, -3-3 , hours.
7. (AUDITING). The _o rganization and ·administration
of an accounting staff is included · in this course as well as
'the fundamental principles of audit practice and procedure.
Laboratory work is required as well as the study of detailed
audits, balance sheet . audits and jnvestigations.
Great
stress is _laid upon the . preparation and filing of working
papers and audit reports. Prerequisite, accounting 1-2 and
3-4.
Cre_d it, 2 hours.
8.

'(C.P.A. PREPARATORY COURSE).

An intensive review

-0{ · accounting , law, and tax problems for those students

;._
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prepa-r ing for the C.P.A. or Amerfoan Institute of Accountants' examinations. Also fo1:" any -others who·- wish to.:- make
themselves more proficient in - these subjects. ·Pr~requisite,
Accounting 1-2 and 3-4.
Credit, 2 hours . .
9. FEDERAL INCOME TAX . PROCEDURE. This . course--· presents the fundamental principles of Federal · Income Tax Law
and Procedure. It includes a study of the federal income
tax laws and regulations and the solving of actual incom·~
tax problems. The preparation of actua_l tax :returns ·for
· individuals, partnerships, corporations, .and · fidu,ciaries- is
required of a·u takirig this course. . Prerequi~ite; Accounting 1-2 or approved business experi~nce.
·credit, 3 : hours: ·
BANKING
1-2.
(PRACTICAL BANKING). Among the topics covered
are: Fundamental Principles of Banking. Types <?f Fin~n~
cial Institutions. Money. Development of .Banking. Nation~
al Banking System. Bank Management · and C~ntroL. ·• T~e
Departments of a Bank and Their Work. Clearing ' Houses.
Analysis of Credit Statements. .Prerequisites, Business ·Administration 2. · Credit, · 2-2 hours.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
I.
ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY. Required of ail . stu,dent5
majoring in Business Administration . . An · interpretation of
the earth in- terms of its usefulness to humanity. · A -s ttivey
is made of the world's industries and- the trade activities
of each country. A study is also made
each . adustry as a
unit. The great ports and principal trad-e routes are likewise covered.
Credit, · 3 hours.

of

P~INCIPLES OF BusINESS. The purpose of this_c~urse ·
is to -give the student a view of business ··as a whole and . for
him to · secure a thorough grounding - in the· fundamentals of
business organization, management · and finance. Eac~ d~partment of business-organization, ·finance, purch~ing,
management, advertising, selling, and ·a.cc:ounting. - · is _concisely yet comprehensively treated.
Credit, _3 hours;
2.

3.

MARKETING.

A good part of. the high cost of living
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has been attributed to the high · cost and methods of market_ing. This course surveys the field and deals with . the many
problems. · It considers the marketing of . agricultural
products as well as raw materials and manufactured · good~.
It takes up the problems of the chain store, the mail-order
house, trade associations, price policies, etc.
Prerequisite,
Business Adajnistration 2.
Credit, 3 hours.
4. CORPORATION FI~ANCE. This course <lea.ls with practical plans for organizing a business and methods of managing its finances. Among the topics covered . are: promotion - ·
forms of ·organization - the corporation - borrowing - extinction of bonded indebtedness - management of · income dividend policies - intercorporate relations.
Prerequisit_e,
Business Administration 2.
Credit, 3 hours.
5. ( BUSINESS STATISTi°CS AND FORECASTING ); Statistical
methods _with _ their application to the analysis and presen.tation of business facts so as to establish -standards; prevent
waste, and determine policies. Also methods of determining
the current position in the business cycle; index numbers and
their use ; and a study of alternate periods of prosperity and
depression. · Prerequisit~, Business Administration · 2. Credit,
2 hours.

6. INDUSTRIAL . MANAGEMENT. The principles of industrial management are studied as well as the methods of internal organization. Plant location and layout, construction
and equipment ·of the plant, choosing the personnel, and- control of material~, · processes, and labor are topics .studied in
this course. Prerequisite, Business Administration 2. Credit,
2 hours.
7. ( INVESTMENTS ) . A disc.:ssion of the reading of the
financial page and the work of bond•· houses are taken up.
Among the other topics are the following: Economic Theory
of Investment - Forms of Investment Securities - Tests of ·
Investments - State Bonds - Municipal Bonds- Real · Estate Mortgages - Foreign Investments - Mechanics of Purchase and Sale - -Rei'ation to Taxation - Protection of Investments. Prerequis1te , Business Administration 2. Credit,
2 hours.

:
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8. REAL ESTATE. The work covered includes ·the folOffice Orgc1nization - Renting, ·_ Leasing- a·n d ·
·lowing:
. Property Management-. Selling and Advertising - Valu- ·
ations - Building. Operations -. - Financing -· Subdivision
and City Planning --- Taxation - Professional Relations . .·
Prerequisite,
Business A.dministration 2, except · to .tho. e
with accepted business experience. Credit, 3 hours . .
9. ( OFFICE MANAGEME~T ) .
Internal . organiz_ation,
layout. equipments. records. systems, forms and the human.
factor are fully considered and co-ordinated.
Illustrations
are taken from - the success.ful business firms o·f this country
and various policies analyzed. · Emphasis is placed _on the
proper co-ordination of all departments coming under the
jurisdiction o f. .t h e office manager. Prerequisite, Bush1ess
Administration 2.
Credit . 2 hours
1·0.
( IN URANCE ) . This course gi, es a comprehen~ive
treatment of the entire insurance field. Included among ·Jhe
subjects are: Uses of Insurance - Types of Insurance Qr.;
ganizations - Types of Life .Insurance Policies-- Reserves,
Surrender Value, and Loans-·Insurable- Interest - Bene. ficiary and Assignment - Liability and Compensation -Insurance - 'fitle Insurance - Credit Insurance.
Prerequisite, Business Administration 2. · Credit~ .2 hours.
1 1.
(ADVERTISING ) ·.
This course in the principles of
·a<;ivertising includes, among others, the followi_n g . topics:
The Advertiser's Place- in . Business - Planning the Cam- ·
paign - . Appeals and Buying ·Motives _.- Copy Style - Advertising Agencies - Organization.
Prer_equisite, · Busi-- ·
ness Administration 2.
Credit, 2 hours.

BUSINESS

ENGLISH

1-2.
BUSINESS
ENGLISH.
Designated readings_ and
themes are required which deal with current business topic ..
Studies are · made in the theory, principles and practices ·.
which underlie the solution of problems in adjustments,credits, collections and · salesmanship. .T h e- technique · a n..d
structural side of report making, I!lanuals of instructioni
briefs, etc. are amply considered. · _.?rerequisite,· English · r.
Credit, 3-3 hours.
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1-2.
COMMERCIAL LAW. The lecture· and · case method
have been combined to give the student. a knowledge of
those legal principles with which the business man usually
meets. Contracts, Sales and Agency are studied · in detail,
and less time 1s spent on some of the minor branches. Credit,
3-3 hours.
·

3-4. COMMERCIAL LAW. The same method- is used here
as in Law 1 ~2 except the study is continued ·into Negotiable
Instruments, Partnerships, Corporations, and Bankruptcy.
Prerequisite. Law 1 -2. Credit, 3 hours.
LA~GUAGES

Every candidate for the A.B. de.gree must . have had
three years of one modern foreign langqage. Those students speciallzing in Foreign Trade must become thoroughly
proficient in at least one foreign language to the satisfaction
of the head of that department.
l\tAT.HEMATI CS

MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE. This course deals with
the following subjects: The Mathematical Theory . of Inter:
est Computations - Logarithms - Solution of . Compound
Interest Problems - Annuities - Valuation of Securities·Depreciation - Building and Loan Associations- Th-cvry
of Probability and Life Contingencies. Prerequisite ,- . College Algebra. . Credit, 3-3 hours.
1-2

SALES MANAGEMENT .
1.
SALESMANSHIP.
Principles of salesmanship and
practical instruction in their application. . Wholesale, 'retail,
and specialty selling are studied and ·the · many problems
which a salesman . has to meet. Prerequisite, Business Administration 2. Credit, 2 hours.
·

This course is for ·
those who aspire to become executives in retail establishments. ~
Topics covered include: Retail Selling As a Science - Location - Capital Itwe~ted - Store Organization - Mathe2.

(RETAIL

STO~E

MANAGEME~T ) .

---

.
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matics · of Pricing - Turnover - Retail . Store Policie? Management of Personnel. Prerequisite; ._ B u s.-i n e- s s Administration 2. Credit, 3 hours.
Topics covered
include: Installment . Sales and M·o derate Capital - Factors in Granting Credit._- . Collection._ Psychology-·Followup · Methods -. - -~ollection· Letters -· Last-resort · Methods--·_
State Laws - Operations of the Credit. Department. · · P·r e.~
!equisite, :Business .Administration 2. Credit, 2 hours.
3.

( INSTALLMENT AND COLLECTIONS).

TYPEWRITING AND SHORTHAND

For those students desiring to procure · a proficient: training in typewriting or shorthand Rollins College offers excel-:- ·
lent facilities. · College credit -is not given for typewriting,_
but one semester hour .credit is allowed for the completion of
each semester's course- in shorthand:- ; Not _over two semester
hours credit, howeve·r , will be granted · toward a_degree. The
Gregg shorthand ~ystem is . used. · .
Special Rates are Charged for t/iese Courses.
.
,

TYPEWRITING. ♦ Five hours each week :throughout . th_
e year. _
Students _are taught · the touch -method upon · all the standard
typewriting machines. The course covers the proper fingering of keys; cleaning, oiling, and · adjusting the ·machine ;
form and arrang~ment of business letters · an_d documents; · ·
transcribing shorthand notes, . manifolding and copying .
letters.
SHORTHAND. Elementary course, five h9urs -each · week
throughout the year. An intensive study of the principle~; of
Gregg Shorthand; . the acquisition of :word signs·; phrasirig
principles; drills. -in execution; outside ·r eading; _a nd. -die~
tation begining with the first lesson. Credit, 1-1 hour.

_ADVANCED SHORTHAND. Five times each .week . throughout the year. · _-\. course given to de_velop and perfect the student's stenographic _a nd typing ability, to impart a brqader.
know ledge · of business processes, and . to provide sufficient
amount .of practice in office duties to ·equip the student :-for the
exacting duties of an efficient secretary.
·
. Credit, 1-1 liour.

C:?
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OTHER COURSES

A description of those courses which are required for a
degree. but not outlined above , will be found under their respective headings in other parts · of this catalogue.
Other courses will be · added to the Department of Business Administration as the demands of business . development,
or the needs of this section of the country,_ require.
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY.
PROFESSOR SH IVER AND MR . DRAA

The department· of chemistry is housed in Knowles Hall.
'The lecture room is supplied with gas and water connections
for demonstrations and the laboratories are well equipped
for the work . being gi.ven.
Instruction in this department consists of lectures, recitations · and laboratory . work extending. throughout the
.F res~man, Sophomore, Junior and Senior years.

Chemistry 1-2 is ·recommended for all Freshmen A . B.
and B. S. candidates and for first year Pre-med-ical and
Pre-engineering students.
In addition Chemistry 3-4 is
advised for those students majoring in Science or 'taking
Pre-engineering, · and Chemistry 5-6 is required for Premedical students.··
A major in Chemistry may be made up in this department. Students electing a maj or in chemistry should consult the Professor in charge with reference to the course to
be pursued.
This course consists of ·lectures and laboratory wo.r k upbn the elementary · principles of
the science. It is concerned with the nature and properties ~
-0£ the non-metallic elements, and the application of the fundamental laws .and theories concerning their combination.
Two lecture periods and two 2 hour laboratory pe;iods.
First semester. Elective for Freshmen. Credit, 3 hours.

-

.

1.

GENERAL

CHE MIST RY.

2.

GE~ERAL

CHE MISTRY.

A continuation of the pre-

-••-.

M•
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ceeding course dealing in general, with the metallic elements.
A ~tudy of ·the more common carbon compounds, .electro<:hemistry and industrial . applications of chemical principles, .
is included.
··
·
Two lecture periods and two
Second semester.

2

hour laboratory periods.

Prerequisite Chem. i.

Credit, 3 hours.

3. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS . A thorough course in basic
.and acidic analysis is given, consisting '. of · lectures ·-and
laboratory work upon the methods and- theories involved.
Special emphasis is placed ·upon the theories dealing w}th
"mass action" and . the application thereof to· _chemical analysis. The student is required to_ analyze a large number of
"unknown'; solutions fo"r the basic and acidk constituents.
Two lecture · periods and two 2-lwur laborator,y periods.
First semest(Jr ..Prerequisite Chem.

2. ·

_C redit, 4 hours

4. QuA~TlTATIVE ANALYSIS. Chiefly a laboratory cotirse ·
with lectures, recitations and conferences on the methods
-and theories involved. The student is well grounded in the . ·
principles of volumetric and gravimetric analysis, and is
required to per_form his analyses with accuracy, cleanliness:and honesty.
·
Three 2-/iour laboratory periods. : S econd semester.
requisite, Chem. 3. Credit. 4 hours.

Pre-

5. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. An introductory study o{ the
-compounds of carbon, chiefly the aliphatic hydrocarbons and .
their derivatives. This course consists of lectures and· labora. tory work, the latter including the preparation and study · _
-o f the chemical properties of the more important classes of . ·
organic compounds.
Two lecture periods and two

2

hour labtJratory periods.

First se.mester. Prerequisite, Chem. 3 . . Credit, _4 kours.

A continuation . of course s
<:onsisting of a . thorough study of the aromatic hydro.:.

6.- ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
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- carbons and their derivaties. and including a study of the
more important carbohydrates. The laboratory · work consists· of the synthesis of the aromatic hydrocarbons arid their
derivaties~ special emphasis being placed _on _ dyestuffs and
medicinals.
Two lecture periods and two 2 hour laboratory- periods.
Second semeste r. Prerequisite . Ch em. 5. Credit , 4 hours.

7. ADVANCED . QuA~TITAi·1vE .-\~ALVs1s. This ·c ourse is
intended chiefly for those students majoring in chemistry
and includes laboratory work - and · conferences. · upon the
methods of industrial analysis. , Ores. feeding · stuffs. soils,
fertilizers) etc., are sampled and · analyzed according to the
official methods. · The student is- given practice in gravi- ·
metric, volumetric, colorimetric and electrometric analysis.
Tkree 2 _hour laboratory' periodJ·.
requisite. Chem. 6. C redit, 4 lzour.i .

Fi rst semes.tei·. Pre-

8. _-\DVANCED QU.-\-STlT .\TlVE .:\NALYSlS. A continuation
of Course 7, consisting of various complex analyses.
Three 2-hour laboratory periods . · .Second sem este r. Pre~
requisitr Ch em. 1 . Crt·dit, 3 ltoitrs.
9. PHY S ICA L CHEMISTRY. A lecture and laboratory
oourse upon the fundamental principles of theoretical chemistry. The laboratory work consists of the determination of
specific graYities. ri1elting and b<>iling points, vapor densities
and molecular weights .
· Two lt'c!u rc period., and /W() 2 hour laboratory period.,· .
First J' f' JJlCJ /t,'r. _P rc r t'(/rti .fi !t-·, Chem. 6. ' ·_C redit. 4 · hours.

of "the preceeding course. 'The principle.:, of electro-chemistry, etc. _
are studied. The laboratory v,·ork includes experiments upon the above.
- IO.

l'HYSI C..\L

CHE!\IISTRY.

.-\

. continuation

Two lecture periods and two :2 !tour laboratory periods.
Second semester. Prereq uisite, Cketn. 9. Credit ) 4 lz01tr s.
11.

H1sTORI CAL CHE\tr~TRY.

:\

course consisting of lee-

S-OCJOLOGV

1
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tures, recitations and library work upon the origin and development of the science. Reports will ·be made upon various
subjects assigned by the instructor.

Two lecture periods. First semester. Prerequisite, Ckem..
Credit, 2 !tours.
12 HISTORICAL. CHEMISTRY.
A continuation of the preceeding course, consisting of lectures,. recitations and library .
work upon the. origin and development of the modern theories
of chemistrv.
J

Two lecture. _periods.
.Second
Chem. ·r I. Credit, 2 .·hottrs. ·

semester.

Pre-requis-ite,

DEPARTMENT OF ECO~O~IICS AND . SOCIOLOGY
PROFESSORS SPRAGUE. SPAULDING, CALL~.\.HAN

,

ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES . A~D PROB·LEMS. This course
is devoted to the following subjects: De_finition of Economic
Terms, Wealth Capital, Value, etc.,; Factors .of _Production.,
Exchange and Consumptio1'; Supply · ·a nd Demand; Division
of Labor, Concentration of ·capital and 'Labor, Trusts and
Monopolies; Public Controls of · Production and Exchange;
Tariff and Free Trade, the :'.\1erchant Marine, For~s of Income, · etc.
I.

Required oj Juniors _: open to
Credit · 3 lwurs.
2.

PUBLIC

FINANCE,

others by _permission.

TAXATION,

MONEY

AND

BANKS.

Systems and prof5lems of public revenue, ·.taxation, debts, currencies; types or banks, economic and financial crises and de~ .
pressions; war finance,. etc., constitute the subjects _o f study. ·

Required of Juniors as in co11,rse
3. L\BOR ORGANIZATIO~s
given 1925-1926.)

A:SD

I.

Credit, 3 hours.

L."-BO.R

PROBLEMS.

(Not.

This . course will trace the historic methods of employ. ment and remuneration, slavery and serfdom; the Guild
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System, the beginnin g of labor unions in England and early
types of unions in .America, the modern unions, their organ.:.
izations .·and doctrines, the strike and boycott; closed and
open shop, arbitration and trade agreements, forms of m dustrial ~emocracy .and other interesting topics .
. Open to ·tJzou who !tave taken I; . to otkers only by
special permission. Credil, 3 hourJ .
4. REvoLuT10:,.;ARY A)lD RADICAL - Mov EMENTS.
( Not
given 1925-26.) The course studies the background and
natural causes pf revolutionary movements and analyzes the
Yarious leading types of the present -d ay. The history of
communism. sodalism and · anarchy, syndicalism, Bolshevism
and other notable movements · and radical · philosophies will
be studied in · detail.
Open to t}iose who ltave !tad elem tJn t ary Eco'nomics.
Credit, 3 hours.

5. EcoNOl\11c HISTORY. The course will cover the most
important changes in the economic development of Europe
and America since the Renaissance ; the . great trade routes
and shifting centers of civilization, · revolutionizing discoveries and inventions, the great quest . for ._ wea 1th and free dom in the Western World.
· Open to all students who have liad ,.J,f edi.e val and M odr ni
History . Credit 3 hours

6.

See "History 9 - 10· · .
OT'HER
COURSES:
Economic Geography ... '.Vlarketing,
Corporation Finance , Industria1 ~anagements, ·Rear Estate,
Insurance.
See the same subjects under "Department of Business
Administration."
HISTORY

OF

CI VILIZATION.

Other courses in accounting and technical . business subjects are described in the '' Department of Business Administration." See also ''Government"' and "Sociology _" .
GOVERNMENT
1.

GovER N ME~Ts O F

E e ROPE .

This course studies the

· GOVERNMENT

·57

forms and working methods of the · Governments of Grea_t
Britain, Germany, France, Switzerland and _Italy; also the
new governments of the Little Entente and the Balkans. Hts:.. _·
torical types and . methods of government will be reviewed,
the progress and problems ·of democracy · and the new reforms
toward social ideals of government and the broader interests
of the people. The course aims to give that body of facts
and principles which every citizen of a d~mo.c racy should
know.
Open to ."1·ophomores and
lwurs.

U pper-Class111n1.

Credits -3

up

This course takes
the·
practical working of the Federal Gov·e rnment,· the . powers
of . Congress. the President and the Supreme Court; the
organization of Congres_s for work. the · relation of the states
to the Federal laws ; the types of local government and recent
changes . in municipal organization. Lectures· will be given·
on the systems of government of the Spanish-American ·
· nations. ·and the ideals of the · United States in · comparison
with those of other countries.
2.

· GOVERNMENT OF AMERIC.-\.

Open to Up,per-Classmen and to Sophomore_s b,y permission of instructor. Credit, 3 liours.
3. INTERNATIONAL LAw AND DIPLOMACY . · (Not given
192 5-26 uhless well elected ) . This course covers the ordi- .
nary International Law, the violations and problems in_volved during the World War, the changes and modifications
that have r~sulted from them and the great Diplomatic Controversies fo which the United States has been involved in
the last one hundred years.
Open to Juniors and Seniors. · Credit, 3 hours.
4. RACE PROBLEMS. (Not given 1925-26 unless well
elected )~ The course reviews the main racial- types of the
world, their physical and mental traits, the forces and qualities that have led to their survival or extinction, the race
problems of the Pacific, the negro problem of America, .th~ -
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native-white problems of Afri ca . and other race ·problems of
like nature.
Open as 3. Credit , 3 hours.

SOCIOLOGY
PROFESSO_R S PRAG UE
1.

SOCIAL

INSTITUTIONS

.-\~D

SOCIAL

THEORY.

This

a:ourse is devoted to the study of the social institutions such
as the family, the state and property, and to such current
problems as eugenics, race suicide div9rce, crime and dependent classes, · prison reform and poverty; also the constructive social reform movement · of social insurance. child welfare, public health , etc.
Open to those wlio liave lwd · Rconomics. 2 . and to others
by special perminion. Credit . 3 hours.
1

2.

THE · NEw Soc1AL

lDEALIS~1

AND

SocL!\L

REFORM

MOVEMENTS .
The child and its problems, · rural society and
its reforms, urban life and its· effects on race and family;
lhe Communisms and anarchisms of modern times: these
all make a rich field · of study and discussion.

DEPARTME~T OF ENGLISH
PROFESSOR HARRIS , MRS. HARRIS , MRS.

PODMORE. _l\-IR .

HILL,

l\TRS . F :\ UST

Prerequisite, Sociolog')' ,- .

Credit, _ 3 !tou-rs.

CoMPos1no:--; . \Vritten and oral eAercises.
Especial attention is · given to sei1tence and paragraph strucEspecial attention is given to sentence and patagrph structure, to the collection and logical arrangement of materials,
and to the development of style.
Narration, description,
exposition and argumentati on are studied in turn throughout
the year.
·
First and second semesto-s. C redit, 6 houis.
1 - 2.

ENGLISH

3-4 ; ENGL~SH . LITERAT URE.
A . survey course and
general history of the de\'elopment of -English .Literature
from the Ang le-Saxon period to modern times. The development is . mrrelated with the socia l. political and economic

DEPART.\IE~T O F ENGLISH .

history · of England.
. Collateral reading with · ·occasional
themes, written reports and conferences.
First and second semester.\;. Credit., 6 liottrs.
5-6. ADVANCED COMPO IT.ION.
Lecture~ will treat of
the principles of composition. as applied to the production of
literature. The Essay, Criticism, Short Story and ._poetry
will be studied and' practiced. Outside reading is required.
This course is for those \Vho -desire ·practice in writing · under
criticism.
First and second sonc:s!c.:rJ·. Credit, 4 ltottrs.- ·
7-8 _..\ ME~I CAN LITERATCRF.. The growth of literature
in America from the Colonial Era to modern times will _be
studied with considerable reading of the more important
authors of · prose and verse . and with .especi_a l reference t@
native _..\merican elements. and to the baGkground ·of English Literatur~. Themes. reports and conferences.
First and second semes!t:rs. Credit, 4 hour.i.
9 -10.
SHAKESPEARE. A · brief survev. of the works of
Shakespeare, his life and times, v.'ill be followed by a dose
study of several · selected plays, with-. special reference tG
sources, plot, diction and dramatic . art in g~neral. The poems
and sonnets will be studied and discussed, and some reading
of Shakespearean criticism will be required. ·Given in 1924~5First and second semesters. Credit, 6 ./io-u rs.
·
r r - 12. TENNYSON AND BROW~ING. Victorian Poets. A crit. ical study of the major portion ·of the writings of both Tenny:-:
son and Browning, with a general survey. of the social, religious
and political . history of England in the . nineteenth century_
Frequent le.c tures, reports, themes ·an_d conferences.
First and second semesters. Credit, 4 liours.
13. CHAUCER. Studies in ·the Middle . English of the ·
fourteenth century. A literary study of the Canterbury Tales,
with representative selections. from _Chaucer's other works. Lee~
tures · with assigned readings on the literature and _on the social, religious and economic life of contemporary England.
Given in· 1924-5 .
·
First semester. Crt1dit, 3 hours.
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14. MILTON. An intensive study of . Paradise Lost and
a few of the minor poems with a brief survey
Milton's more
important prose writings. The life and times of Milton. Offered in 192 5-6.
Second semester. Credit, 3 hours.
r 5.
CoMPARAT.JVE LITERATURE.
Old World Epics. Because of. the wide use of classical literature by English writers
courses are recommended which comprise a comp-a rative study
of the great '.Epjc Poems of general literature. World Drama . .
Aeschylus to Ibsen and Shaw. Typical great dramas and ·
important literary movements are studied closely and critically. Lectures with wide reading and reports. Elective for
juniors and seniors, alternate years. Offered in 1925-6.
First and second semesters. Credit, 4 hours.
16. ELIZABETHAN DRAMA. A survey of the drama from
1500 to 1642. Introductory to the study of Shakespeare. Elective for junior and seniors, alternate year's. Offered in 1925-6.
First semester. Credit, 2 liours. ·

of

17. CONTEMPORARY DRAMA.
Representative plays by
English, Irish and American authors; and . by contemporary
Europ~an writers in translations: Hauptmann, Sudermann,
Brieux, Maeterlinck, and others. · Elective for juniors and seniors, ~lternate years. Offered in 192 5-6.
Second semester. Credit, 2 liours.
18. THE ENGLISH N ovEL. The history of the origin and
development of the English Novel, with a careful study of
the technic of fiction. Several repre.s entative novels will be
read and analyzed. Lectures, reports and conforences. El_ective for juniors and seniors and such other students as may be
judged ready ·f or the course. Given in 1924-5. ·
First seme:ster. Credit, 3 hours.
Attention is given to the
various literary forms found in the Bible, to· its social and historical background, and to the various translations. Elective
for juniors and seniors and others who may be judged ready
for the course; alternate years. Offered · in I 92 5-6.
S econd semester. Credit. 3 hours.
19.

LITERATURE OF THE BIBLE.

EXPRESS10N , SPEECH , DRAMATIC ART

6,1

OLD ENGLISH , OR ANcLo-SAxoN. Old English Pi-os·e
·and Poetry ; English before the _C onquest.. ·.· Lectures, readings
and reports. The historical basis ()f Engtish is ·sought · in. a ·
careful reading of selected pieces of ·Anglo-Saxon-~ others
read in translations, or modernized-versions _of the_Saxon orig~
inals.. The course is _aq.apted to students who ~r.e . ma j oririg in
English and who ·.e xpect to teach English;; alternate years.. Offered in 1925-6:
·
First se_meste_r. Credit, 2 hours.
20.

are:

21. · MODERN RoM~NTIC POETRY.

Wordsworth, Coleridge;
-Byron, Keats, Shelley, Poe! \Vhitman, Arnold, · Rossettl, _M orr.is, Swinburne, Phillips, Noyes, Maste.rs, Amy · Lowell,· and
. others. Readings with discussion of the -poetry rather- tha:1·
the poets . . Through the study of the · roman.t ic movement ·special attention will be given to the ode, sonne~ _an_
d lyric -· as ·
forms of poetry. Elective for juniors and seniors and others
who may be quaJified; alternate years. Offere_d in 1925:...6.
Second semester. Credit, 2 hours.
22.
POETRY AND VERSIFICATION . · Theory and technic to,gether with a history of the development of E.nglish verse; the
place -of poetry among the arts. The- common meters,- rythms_
. and stanza forms are made familiar by wide reading and ·by ·
practice · in · verse composition. _ Considerable time .i s given to
the appreciation and criticism of masterpieces of poetry. Elective open to junio"rs and seniors and others who . may be prepared; alternate years. Offered in r 925-6.
Secon d semester. Crt'dit . .? !tours .

DEPARTMENT OF EXPRESSION! SPEECH EDUC_\TION AND DRAMATIC .ART
MR'.). G REY

. "Your value to the world in motive power and money de- ·

pends upon the fullness of you r Self-Expression~'-'
I.
.FUNDAMENTALS. ln this course are · taken the princi~ples underlying the study of expression. Expression as .t he
effect, the mind as the cause, and the voice -and ·body. -as the
means. All- the technical terms peculiar to the study of Ex- .
pression are presented. One hour..

-------
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2.
O1cTION. Voice -drill class. A . course especially designed to cultivate the speaking voice, respir_a tion and voice
placing; tone color, power and quality; range~ .f lexibility and
modulation; inflection, articulation and projection.. One hour.

3· STUDY OF EXPRESSION IN VARIOUS FORMS OF READING .
Descriptive, conversational or ·oral English. Poetic, dramatic,
dialect, -Bible, recitations, extemporaneous speaking, training
students to thirik on their feet. One hour ..
4. _ DRAMATIC ART AND PLAY PRODUCTION CLASS. Stage
work for ease and freedom of expressi9n in stage ·a.,ppearances.
'I'his course deals with the elements and t~chnique. of play producing and the students are given training through the presentation of several plays. One hour.
·
5. GENERAL CRITICISM CLASS.
Covers voice training .
recitation and drill; class criticism of personal work; · discussion and criticism of plays. One hour.
6. . THE PANTOMIME, GESTURE AND DANCE DRAMA.

This
aims to stimulate and train the 'imagination and power of ere
ati ve thinking; also an aid to a forceful and creative personality through creative energies. A medium is offered to interpret music through dancing. Just as the voice reveals
t hought and feeling, so the body pictures mental states and
habits and passing thoughts. This language of Physical Expression is readily learned and serves as a relaxation by its
spirit of play. pne hour.
SPEECH EDUCATION AND ·CORRECTIVE SPEECH. - Rectification of conscious and unconscious faults and defects of
voice ·and speech by endeavoring to a waken all .the faculties
and ~ecure control of the natural agents of expression. One '
hour.
7.

8. NON-PROFESSIONAL COURSE FOR CLUB WOMEN AND
TEACHERS. An informal class to develop the speaking voice
in conversation, extempore speaking and public address and
correction of speech defects and errors in daily speech. Individual drill given to overcome awkwardness and mannerisms
in public, private, home, club and social life.

9.

CI-lILDREN 'S COURSE.

A course in t he development of

IIISTORY-L A T{N'

the fanciful tale which has a direct educational value in the
training of the ·imagination and ·develops the child's sense _of
humor and appeals to his instincfive love of rhyme and jin'g le.
Many_salient facts · will be visualized and dramatized through
the child's love of play a11:d expression. The course ·•wi.il be of .
special interest to the mothers.
Extra charges are made for the above courses . .·
Credits are given according to work done ·in both College
and School of Music arid Fine Arts.
·
··
A satisfactory completion of full norma_l course entitles student to Certificate in Expression.
. .
IO.
MASTER CLASS IN EXPRESSION AND DRAMATICS. U n de'r the personal direction of Katherine · Tift~ Jones; American .
Diseuse, A Master Class for . club womer:i, professionals and
teachers, will be conducted the second semester.

This course will be intensive and limited to two weeks.
Pupils in the regular department will pave the advantage of ..
this course. Definite ·dates will be _arranged~ and published
later and interested students are asked to write the Director
for special circular.
HISTORY
PROFESSOR SPRAGUE , MRS'. PODMORE . MR. DUVCK
I.

. MEDIEVAL

AND

MODERN"

HISTORY,

REFORMATION " TO

1776. The course will . take up the historic backgrounds_· of
the Reformation and follow through the courses of the._ nations
to · the beginning of the Revolutionary period of ·1776.
Credit, 3 hours. Open to al~ students .. Take.n by Fresli- ·
- men according
recommendation of a·d visor.

to

2.
MODERN EuROPEAN H1sT0Rv~ 1°776 To· 1870.
Thi$
course covers the Revolutionary movements in. the various
nations and lays the basis -of knowledg.e for understanding _the
intem~tiona:1 . problems of contemporary times. . It studies
especially . the· impe_lling g·e nius of .e·ach Il'1.tion and· the great
characters that have led them.
Credit, 3 lioitrs. Open to tltose who ·nave taken No. · I.

3.

CONTEMPORARY

EUROPEAN

HISTORY,

I8j.O

TO

TH~

ROLL I NS

PRESENT .

C OL I, EGE

This course ctfvers the : rece nt entanglements and

great racial and economic interests of the nations that led to
the World \Var the diplon1 at ic controversies. and the reformation of the map of Europe under th e Leag ue of. Nations.
Map-making_of contemporary Europe is required .
Credit. 3 !tours. Open to t/t(}_,r· w.lw h<me taken rand .l :
to o!ltas by spaial permission.
1

4 . . CONTEMPORARY · I~TER~.-\TIO~..\L

HISTORY.

EASTERN

This course covers the recent history of Japan,
China, India, Persia and Asia Minor: and the reformation of
African states.
Credit, 3 hours. Open to !host' who have tak,:11 3.
CONTINENTS.

5.

E.NGLISH HISTORY TO

r 776. This first semester of Eng-

lish history is .largely narrative. deaHng with the great events
. and persons involved in the development of that mighty people and kingdom . Special effort will be made to make the student
familiar with the geography. natural resources and outstanding
facts of history of the British Islands.
Credit . 3 hours . . Open to all students.
6. ENGLISH HISTORY r 776 TO THE PRESENT . T'his second
se_mester will be devoted to the later history of England , especially to the development of the Empire throughout the several
continents. economic wealth. her industrial inventions . the exploitation of colonial resources and the progress of the AngloSaxon syste m of life will be read up and discussed.
Credit, 3 l101trs. Open to those wlto havt· ft1kt'l1 5.
-;.
HISTORY OF A . MERIC.-\N DEMO CRA CY . This course covers
the constitutional and political development of the United
States which has given us the present government; .the changes
in social and moral idealism and the gradual reformadon of
organized society to realize the ·same. Great American leaders
· and issues and problems will be read extensively.
Credit, 3 hours . Open to all who are prepared for !h t·
work.

8. HISTORY OF THE PAN - .-\ '.\lERICA~ REPUBLI C~. The
course follows the historv of the leading Spanish -.- \merican
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republics, ~heir great men and critic~.l issues; their · economic
and racial characteristics.
Credit., 3 hours. Open to all prepared for .the work.
9- io. HISTORY OF CIVlLIZATION_. This course reviews the
ancient and modern civilization, .Egypt, Greece, Rome China~
India. Germany, France. England and· America and attempts
to indicate the strong and abiding elements in each one. -Race
traits and natural forces in each nation are compared. · Ideal- ·
isms of the modern nations are analyz~d .
· Credit.· 3-3 · hours. Open to Sophomores . and UpperClassnien.
·
ANCIENT HISTORY, TO THE DECLINE OF GREECK. Considerable time will be given the ancient civ~lizations of Egypt
and Mesopotamia, but the major interest will be in the political _
and civic institutions and developments of Greece in Attica and
Sparta.
·
·
Open to all students wlio have had narrative Ancient .
History. Credit, 3 !tours.
Ir.

I 2.

ANCIENT HISTORY, THE RO-M;\.N EMPIRE AND CIVILI1

ZATION. This course will be devoted lar·gely to· the new institu-·
tions and principles of government which were developed in.the
Roman Empire. and which have influenced the · civilization q_f
Jater centuries.
Open to all students wlto have lzad narrative Ancie-,1,t
- History. Credit , J hours.
13- 14. HISTORY OF RELIGIONS.
(See Bjblical Literature
3-4.)
15- 16. H1sT0Rv OF CHR1'STIANITY. (See Biblical Liter..:
ature 5-6. )
lNTERNATIO~AL LAW. (See Government. )
LATIN

..

. PROFESSOR TAINTOR

First Sern,e$ter .
1.
FIRST YE.AR LATIN. Students. who beg~n Latin in
College, having _met the entr~nce requirements in foreign -Ian- ·
guage , will take this course for College credit. . As a rapid
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Latin course, it covers .the first two years of High School
Latin .
. LATIN GRAMMAR. D'ooge's Beginning Latin Book.
Credit, S kours.
3. CICERO. ORATIONS. This course may be taken by .stu•
dents who have had · two years of High School Latin, or- by
those who have taken Courses 1 ' and 2 . .
Credit, 4 hours.
5. L1vv. Books 1 and 2.
Credit, 3 kours.
7. THE LETTERS OF CICERO AND PLINY. Studies in the
life of the Roman people.
Credit, 3 hours.
Second, Semester
2.
CAESAR.
Continuation of Course r .
Credit, 5 kours.
4. VIRGIL. Continuation of Course 3.
Credit, 4 hours.
6. HORACE. Continuation .of Course 5.
Credit, 3 /1,ours.
8. LATIN LITERATURE.
Lectures and assignments of
special topics and readings.
Credit, 3 hours.
MA THEMATICS
\,

PROFESSOR WEINBERG
1.
ADVANCE ALGEBRA. (HERBERT · HAWKES.)
Rapid re. .
view of intermediate algebra; fundamental operations; factoring; fractions; equations; ratio and proJX)ttions; ·irrational
and radical numbers; theory of quadratics; binomial theorems; .
progressions; . theory of equations; determinants; partial fractions; scales of notation .
.Required of Freshmen. Credit, 3 hours.
2. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. (G. A. WENTWORTH.)
The
six trigonometric functions; principal formulas of plane trigonometry; ·solution of triangles; practical p r ob le m s;
geometry.
Required of Freshmen. Credit, 3 hours.

.

·~. .

.. ·.

MATHEMATICS

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY. (WENTWORTH, StCELOFF,'· AN.1> .
SMITH.) Geometric magnitudes; loci; straight line; circles;
parabola ellipse; hyperbola; conics;· surfaces..
·
Open to tlwse who have -had Mathematics 1 and 2_.
Credit, 2 hours.
. 3-

4. CALCULUS. -(G. A. _OSBORN.} 'Differential; fundamental '
principles; derivatives; application to geometry ·and mechanics~
maxima and minima; integral; intergration; definite integrals ;
~pplication
areas.
Open to those who have had Mathematics 3. Credit,
3 hours. ·
·

to

5. GRAPHIC STATICS. (M. _MERRIMAN AND H. s. ]ACO~Y. )
Force triangles and .polygons; .conditions -0£ equilibrium; stresses in crane truss; equilibrium polygon; -ceriter of gravi.ty; of
cross-sections; moment of inertia of cross-section ; graphical
arithmetic.
Open to those who have had Matl?,ematics 3. Credit,
3 hours .
.6. SURVEYING. (SEARLE's. ) Adjustments of the transit
and ·level; subdividing public lands; relocation; reports and
inspections; triangulations ; property surveys ; practical pro- .
blems; reports; maps. ·
Open to those who liave liad Mathematics 1 -and 2.
Credit, 3 ./,,ours.

7. MECHANICAL DRAWINGS. (T. E. FRENCH.) Applied
geometry; free hand lettering; orthographic projections; developed surface intersections; working drawings; estimates ; _
maps.
- Credit, 3 hours.
8. ENGINEERING DRAWING. (T. E. FRENCH~) Technic~l
Sketching; elements of structural drawing; map drawing; ·
shade lines; plans; elevations; side views; symbols for wiring ;
colors; material; design _problems.
Open to those who have had Mathematics I , 2 , 5, and 7 ._ Credit, 3 hours.

.·""• .-·
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MODERN LANGUAGES
P.R OFESSOR FEURESTEIN AND MISS LINGENFELDER

FRENCH
ELEMENTARY Cou~sE.
Grammar, pronunciation, . ·
translation, conversation. Text: Fraser and Squair, new complete French Grammar.
Credit, 4-4 liours.
1-2.

3-4. INTERMEDIATE C6uRsE: Study of syntax, translations,
compositions, and conversation. Reading of several novels and
short stories, one play.
Credit, 3-3 ho11,rs.
5-6. LITERARY COURSE. Study of the history of French
literature. Selected reading of classic writers. Conversation
and composition.
Credit, 3-3 hours.

SCIENTIFIC ColJRSE. Course for reading of scientific French texts on Physics, Chemistry and Medicine. Text:
Bowen's First Scientific French Reader.. Credit, 2-2. hours.
7-8.

GERMAN
1-2.
ELEMENTARY CouRSE. G'rammar, pronunciation and
of g:ramma,,r , reading, . conversation. Text: Bagster-Collins:
First Reader.
Credit, _3-3 hours.

3-4. INTERMEDIATE CouRsE. Study of syntax, reading,
conversation, translations and composit~ons.
Credit, 3-3 hours.

5-6. SCIENTIFIC COURSE. Course for scientific reading
of German; texts on Physics, Chemistry and Medicine . .
Credit} 2-J hours.
SPANISH
MISS LINGENFELDER, INSTRUCTOR
1-2.

ELEMENTARY CouRSE. Grammar, pronounciation and
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_composition. Text: Fuentes and Francois' Practical Spanish·
Grammar and supplementary reader second semester.
Credit, 4-4 _hours.
·
3-4. SECOND· YEAR CouRSE.
Translation, comp<>sitlon
and · conversation. Reading to include, if possible, a Span.ish
play adaptable to presentation during the second _semester.
Credit, 3-3 hours.
5-6. THIRD YEAR CouRSE. Literature and compositi!)n.
Reading from Benaventa, Martinez Sierra, Echegaray, Galdos.
· Credit, 3-3 hours.
7-8.

OMITTED

1924-1925.

GREEK
. PROFESSOR FEUERSTEIS

HISTORY AND C1v1uz:-\nON. _-\ study of
Greek achievement in history, literature, art, philosophy; · religion and science. Reading in English translations of ·Hom·e:r,
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides_. Plato, DeIUostheries-- · and
Plutarch.
·
Credit , 3-3 hours.
· 1-2.

3""4-

GREEK

GREEK GRAMM~R.

Course for beginners.

-

Omitted

1924-1925.

5-6. GREEK. Odyssey;
Sophocles; Antigone.
Credit, 3-3 liours.

Plato;

Apology

of

Socrates;

PHYSICS
PROFESSOR · WEINBURG
I.

GENERAL PHYSICS

FOR COLLEGES.

( vVEBSTER,

FARE-

AND DREW.) Statics~ machines and the law of work;
rectilinear motion; electricity and magnetism; sixty ( 60.) ~xperiments.
WELL,

The la~oratory work is- designed to _illustrate the principles
studied _in the lecture room.
Elective. Credit, 3 hours.

I, 0 I, L 1 NS
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2.
MODE~N PHYSICS. (\\TEBSTER, FARWELL, AND DREW. )
Atoms;· molecules and crystals; vacuum tubes; free electrons ;
atomic:: nuclei; changes within the atom; practical problems.
Open to tlwse wlio liave h-ad Physics _I . Credit, 3 _liours.

3.

RESEARCH PHYSICS. (S TANDARD WORKS TO BE READ. ) .

Lectures will consist of problems on space and time; history
of ether; the Michelson Morley experiment: relativity: mathematical space and physical space.
Open to those w!w have had Pliysics 1 und .! . Thesis
of 5 ,ooo words required. Credit, 3 lwurs.
4. RADIO PHYSICS. ( LECTURES.) Construction · of. receiving and transmitting sets; practical application: installation
of . sets; code; 30 experiments.
Open to tkose wlio }1,ave had Physics 1 and 2. Thesis
of 5,000 words required. Credit, 3 liours.

5. CEMENT AND CONCRETE. ( LECTURES. )
History of
cement; testing of cement; tensile; compressive strengths; specific gravity; time of set; water formu'iar for concrete; mixing
concrete; tours of inspection; experiments with six ( 6) brands
of standard cement.
Open to those wlio have liad Physics 1 .
Thesis ·
of 5 ,000 words required. Credit, 3 hours.

PHYSICAL EUUCATION AND ATHLETICS
In addition to 1 20 hours required for graduation each
student must have at least four hours in Physical Education .
This work is required in the freshman and sophomore years.
Those students who have completed these eight hours in Physical Education may elect other · courses offered ·in the department. receiving credit as a part of the r 20 hours.
MEN 's DIVbION
!\,IR. FRANK,

DIRECTOR

1-2 .
ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
Fundamentals
of theory and practice in calisthenics, elementary marching,
~umb bell, Indian club and wand drills.
Elementary work on the parallel a.n d horizontal bars, horse

•

PHYSICAL EDUCATION-ATHLETICS

and rings. - Swimming, basket ball, >volley ball, hand · ball, ·
indoor baseball, indoor · track and -tennis.- Required of ·
freshmen except those who are engaged in athletics on the
· varsity squad. Fee $1.00. _
One hour, three periods each week. Each setNJster.
M: , W. _. F., 9:oo. _

all

3-4. ADVANCED COURSE. Continuation of (:ourse . 2. Advanced theory ahd practice in calisthenics~elementary marchipg,
dumb bell, practical graded leadership. · · Fancy marching,
dumb bell, Indian club, wand .drills, . swimming, bask~ ball,
volley ball, hand ball, indoor baseball, indoor· track and
tennis. Required of all sophomores except those who -~ir~
engaged in athletics on the varsity sqµad. · Fee . f, 1 .oo. ·
One kour, tkree periods eack week. .Eack · semester.
Tu., Tk., 3:05 and 1 kour t~- be_arr~nged. · _ _
CouRsE. Open to ·students who ·have
completed 1, 2, J° -and 4. Study of ·sports: from the coach's
standpoint,. which includes team training, the science. of butiding plays, discu~ions of the systems no~ -_ in :use by the major
co~ches in the country. Fee $1.00.
·
· Two kours. Eack semester. Tu. , Tk., 2 :10.
105-106.

COACHING

COUIJSE. Open to students
and 106. The ~qvance.d
course will _cover the fundamentals of each sport; m~ssage aµd
_care of· injuries; funda~entals of physical education ·and prac- ·
tical work necessary to prepare men to handle this qepartment
in high schools. Fee $1.00.
·
Two kours. Each, semester. M., W. , 3 :05.
107-108.

ADVANCED

COACHING

who have·· completed courses

105

A maximum of 4 hours may be applied toward the
required for high school teachers' certificate.

Is

hours

INTER - COLLE GJ...\TF. ATH LETICS

Rollins College is a. member of the Southern Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association in aJl branches of athletics, .and
is 9ne of the ·strongest colleges in Florida. · An athl_
e tk, field
provides equipment and space for all outdoors activitie_s: The
college especially f eatu res water sports; it has unexcelled

.._..:

..
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facilities for swimming. sailing, canoeing and aqua-planing. ·
\\Tith its gymnasium and its unusal location on lake Virginia
an~ its swimming course the finest in Florida, Rollins College
offers the widest possible opportunity for both indoor and out.:.
door sports, and takes pride in maintaining college athletic
teams of the .highest excellence.
WOME. ·'s DIVISIO~

A thorough physical examination is given each woman
taking work in Physical Education. In addition to the· graded
class work, exercises are prescribed to meet the particular needs
of the individual. All students while exercising are under
careful superns10n .
PHYSICAL EDUCiT IO ~

FOR WOME~

The facilities for athletics are being increased largely . through
the efforts of the \Vt0men's Athletic Association. The constitution gives membership in the association to every woman in
the College. The association gives an opportunity to earn
points in field , basket ball. tennis and hiking. Numerals are •
awarded · for proficiency in these sports ·and . all points are
counted toward the earning-of a school sweater.
:i-2. · ELEMENTARY CouRSE.
Required of all freshmen:
Thre e periods per week. One lzour. Each semester. T.,
Th .. 2: 1 o, m~d one lzour to ·be arranged.

3-4. ADVANCED ·couRsE. Required of all sophoµ10res:
Thr et' periods per. week. One hour. Each sernesier. Tu .,
.Th., 2:10 , and one !tour to be arranged.
5-6.

CORRECTIVE A)ID REMEDIAL GYMNASTICS.

7-8.

FOLK A~D ELEME. -TARY DAN CING.

·Two periods per week. _One-lialf hour. Eacli umester.
M., W., 2:10
1 o.
PERSONAL HYGIENE.
Lectures and references. · Expected of all freshman women.
One hour. Second semester . W ., I I :oo.
11 - 12.

Sw1MM1~9. Required of freshmen and sophomores-·:

PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY-EDUCATION
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(Included in the elementary and advanced courses in Physical
Education.)
.
I 5,-16.
-PLAYGROUND MANAGEMENT AND J>RACTIGE.
Two !tours. Eacli semester.
114.
HIGH SCHOOL COACHING.
A training" cqurse for
high school teachers_in the methods of physical education and
coaching _of high school girls.
Two lio.u rs. Second semester. W., F., 8 :05.
Not more than 4 hours from . this department may be '
applied toward the 1 5 hours required for the high school
teacher's certificate.

PUBLIC SPEAKING
MRS. PODMORE
1.
INTRODUCTORY CouRSE.
The ·principles of public ·
speaking are studied and short original talks are prepared
and delivered. Vocabulary study is emphasized. .
First semester. Credit, 2 hours.
·

in organizat.ion and arrangementof_
material, the outline and de.l ivery of various type forms -0f .
speech.
·
·
Second semester. Course I and .! required of Fres./imen. Credit, 2 liours.
2.

FURTHER TRAINING

3. --\ov ANCED PUBLI C SPEAKING. · This course includes
the gathering and organization of materials arid the preparation and delivery of orations. debates, and vatiou~ types of
public address.
·
. Open to Sophomores and all advance_d .students. Credit,
2 hours.
PHILOSOPHY. PSYCHOLOG_Y; _-\ND EDlCATION
PROFESSOR DRESCH

I.
INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY. This course aims to intro.duce the student to the study of mental phenomena and the
methods of Physchology and to acquaint him with the functioning of the human mind, especially in relation to· Pedagogy and
Ethics. Textbook, collateral reading, and lectures~ . .
R eqttired of Juniors. Credit, 3 hours.

I
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1 SOCIAL PsvcHOLQGY. The aim of this course is to analyze the fundamental social attitudes., habits and modes of behavior and -describe and explain the process of social interaction
in the forms of custom, conventionality and tradition. Textbook, lectures and collateral reading.
Credit, 3 hours.

3. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY, ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL. A
study of the development of philosophic thought . on the background of contemporary culture with special . reference to
science, education; politics and religion as well as -the more
-strictly epistemological and metaphysical aspects. · · Textbook,
assigned readings in source books and lectures.
Prerequisite, Philosophy I. Credit, 3 hours.
\

4. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY, MODERN. Continuation of
Course 3 thl;"ough the modern period.
Prerequisite, Philosophy 3. Credit 3 hours.

5. ETHICS. This course undertakes a psychological exam.ination of the nature of goqdness, and ·the various theories of
the meaning of the right and wrong.
Required of Juniors . Credit, 3 hours.

The practical application of
psychology to advertising , salesmanship and industry.
Credit. 3 hours.
6.

·BUSINESS

PSYCHOLOGY.

7. HISTORY OF EnucATION. A historical and critical . survey of the leading systems of education and the theories of the
great educators.
·
Credit, j hours.
A study of the mental development characteristic of the various stages of childhood and
8.

CHILD PsYCH.OLOGY.

adolescence.
Credit , 3 liours.
9. CONTEMPORARY Ptt1Los oPHY . A study ·of the ·philoso- ·
phical systems of today with special reference to Royce, Eucken. James and Bergson. Assigned reading and lectures.
. Prerequisite. Philosophy I . Credit , 3 hours.

PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY- · EDUCATION
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~o. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. A study of the factors
which -inflri~nce the development of the mind, and their application to educational problems.
Credit, 3 hours.
I I.
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. ·· An examination of
the . general problems. of school administration, with -. special
reference to · high school.
Credit, 3 hours . .

r 2. PHILOSOPHY PROBLEMS. The purpose of this course is ·
to acquaint the student with the fundamental and persistent
problems of Philosophy and to give him an _elementary .knowledge of the several philosophkal disciplines. Texbook,. as. signed reading and lectures.
· Prerequisite, Ph-ilosophy 3 and 4. Credit, - 3 hours.
14.
PHrtosoPHY OF RELIGION. A general survey of the
problems invo_lved in a philosophical interpretation of religion.
Textbook, collateral reading and lectures. · ·
Credit, · 3 liours.
·

15. SECONDilY ~DUCATION. This course will take up the
aim, methods, and courses of study as found in the high
school. Time will be given to observation and practice work.
· Credit, 3 ·hours.
·
·

16. HISTORY OF EDUCATION 1N THE UN_ITED · STAT-Es. The
rise of public education; the growth of the high school; the
development of the teaching profession. ·
Credit, 3 hours.
18. . EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENTS . .A study of th.e - be$t
tests as applied to the d1fferent subjects ·o f elementary and· hrgh:
schools. Practice will be given in testing difficulties and pre·
scribing remedial treatment.
Credit, 3 kours. '
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The Conservatory of Music
C. L.

]AYNES ,

Director

ORGAN
MR. JAYNES

PIANO
MISS

1ILES 1 MR. JAYNES 1 MRS. PORTER

VOICE
MISS SCHENK

VIOLIN
MRS. BINGEMAN

MUSICAL SCIENCES
MR. JAYNES

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Solfeggio
MISS WALLACE

FLUTE
- :M JSS WALLACE _

\VIND INSTRUMENTS
MR. BALL

The Conservatory offers opportunities for the serious study" _
of music . . The highest standards are maintained and the best
. . trained and ·most efficient teachers are included in theFaculty. ·
Constant use is made of music as a means for resthetic and in~
tellectual culture.
..

The location and environment · of the college are peculiarly
. favorable for the study of music and other fine arts. Among the
advantages enjoyed by students in the conservatory-is the opportunity for constant association with college students, the
courses of study open in the ·College, and life in the midst of
College influence and culture.
The Rollins Conservatory: however, while a part of the Coll~ge and under the same administrative management, is dis-
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tinctly a professional school for the training · of musicians both
as performers and teachers. Its curriculum
modeled upon
those of the · great conservatories· of the country, such as the.
New England Conservatory, the Peabody Conservatory · a~d
others.

is

All ·work in ·the Conservatory is credited on the following
basis: For three actual hours ·of work · a week for an ~nthe
semester, the student receives one semester hour of credit. Thus,
if a student practices one hour each day, i . e. six · ho,urs per ·
week) he receives credit of two semeste•r hours, but if he practice two or three hours a day, he receives· a credit of four or six.
semester hours. Likewise, if a .class meet two hours a week,
requiring two hours preparation for each class· hour, i. e., a total
of six actual hours a w.eek, the student is credited with two semester hours.
1

The following model four-year courses are based ·on -a
minimum requirement of sixty-one semester hours, or a · total
of 122 hours for the four years. Tfie . Public School Music
Course is so arranged that at the end of·the second year
students who have aver'a ged g~ades of eighty. or over, may, by
vote of the Conservatory Faculty, be granted a Te·acher'a
Diploma in Public School Music.
A diploma in voice, piano, violin or organ · wiil be given to
students who have · satisfactorily concluded the subjects starred
in the Artist Course, including the giving of a public recital
m voice · or major instrument.
ARTIST CO U RSE
FIRST .YEAR .

S tudies :
S emeste-r H o,u-r 1
*Major instrument , or voice .. .. ..... :...... ..... ................ .. ................ 6
* Minor instrument ....... .. ...... ____ .... ..... ....... .. .... .... ... .... . . . ... . . . .. .. . . . . . . 2
*Solfeggio I. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .......... ........... .. .. ........................... .. 1

*Essentials ............... .... ............ .... .................. ....... ...................... ·... .

I

*English ._.... .... ..... ... : .............................. : ..... ............ ...... .... ............ .
* Aesthetic or Folk Dapcing ... ... ..... .. .. ................ ... ... ....... ...... .. .. ....
*Ensemble , choir, etc. ......... ... .. .... .. ............ .. ... ... ............. ... ..........

3
·I
1

--·
15
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SECOND YEAR.

6

*Major instrument or voice..... .. .. ...... .... ... ... .... ..... ...... ..... ... .... ..... .
* Minor instrument . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*Harmo·n y I . ...... :... .. ... .............. ... .... ........................ ...... .... ... .. .. ... ·
*History of Music · .... .......... ...... .. .... ..... ... .. .... ... .... ...... .. ........ ....... ..
• Appreciation and Literature of Music ..... .·.... ... .... ... .. ·... ..... .... ..... .
*Public School .Music or Pedagogy .... ... .. .. ... .. .... ........ .. .. ....... ...

2

3
.a
1

z

16
THIRD YEAR

· Major instrument or voice. .......... .. .. .... ... ... .... .. ..... .... .. .... ......... .. ...
*Minor instrument .. ........ .. .... .... ... .. .... ....... .... ...... .... ... ... .. .. ·.. .. ... .. .
*Harmony II. . .. . .. ... . . . .. ... . . .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. ... ... .. . ...... ... .. .. . ..
Elementary orchestration ......... ... .......... ..... ....... .......... ... : ... ........ .
Ensemble, choir, etc ..... ..... .. , .... :.............. .... .... ..... ... ........., ... ... .. .... .
.Electives (Modern Language req. for voice) .... ............... ..

6
.a
3

2or3
15or16

FOURTH YEAR

Maj or instrument or voice .
. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .... .
Counterpoint . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . •. . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .
•Harmonic Analysis .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .
*Recital in major instrument .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. ... .. ...... .. ... ....... .
.Elective

6 ·
2

1

,

4
2or3
I

5or I 6

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC COURSE
Studies:
FIRST YEAR
Semester H ours
Major · instrument or voice ...
. .. . .. ... ... .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .... ... 6
Minor instrument
. .. .. ... . . ..
. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 2
Solfeggio I. .. ........... ... ... ... ..... .. . ,......... ..... ............ ... .. ........... ... .. .. 1
Essen tials .. : ......·. ...... ...... .... .. .... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
English
.. ...... . .... .... .. . ... ...... ....... . ....... .... ..... ... ... .... ........ .... ........ 3
Aesthetic or Folk Dancing........ ..... ...... ......... .
. .............. ... .. .. . .
Ensemble, choir·, etc. . .. . . . . .. . .. . ... ... .. . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . I
15
SECOND YEAR .

Major instrument or voice .: ... ... ....... .. .... .... .. .. ...
Minor instrument ... . ... ... .. ...... ... ... .. .... . .. . . . ... . . . . ... . .
.. ... .. ... .. ....
Harmoriy I.
. . .. . .. ... ... .. . . . . . . ... . . . .... .... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .
Solfeggio II.
. .. .. . .. . ..... . .... .. .. .. ..
. .... .. .......... ... ... ............ .
History' of Music
. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . .
Appreciation and Literature of Music
Jlublic School Music
. .. ... . . . .. . .
Elementary orchestration ..... .... .. ... .

4
2 '

J
2

~

I 0

~
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·THIRD YEAR

Instrument and voice . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .
. Harmony II .. ... , ...... ... .... ....... ...... ............... .......... ....... ..... .. ..... :......
Practice teaching , . conducting, etc ........ :.. ... .... .. .... .. ... . ... ...... .... .. ....
Psychology or History .. :.. .. .... ... ... .... ... ....... ... ... .... , ... ... ... , . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Dramatic Expression .. .......... .... .. ......... .. ...... ...... :--:. ... ... ........ ... . . .. ...
E:lective ....... ... ... ... ........ .... .... ...... ..... ... ........... ~ .. .... ... ... ... ... .... .·... ,.

4
3

.l
3

z

zor3
1

5.or 16 ·

FOURTH YEAR

. Instrument ~r voice ...... ·.... .. ... ·.. .... ....... .... .. ......... ..·.. . :... ".. .:..... ....... .
Counterpoint .. ......... ...... ............... ..... ... ........ .... :..... ..... ........ .......... .
Harmonic Analysis ...... ......... ........ ... ... ...... ... .. .. ... ... ............. .... .... .
Practice · Teaching , conducting , etc .............. ... ........ .... ." .... ..·... .... :.
Community Music .... .... ... ..... _. ... ......... .. ... .... .... .. ..... .. .:..... .. .:..... .. .. .
Thesis , or public recital ... .. ......... .... ...... ......... ... .... .. ... .. ......... ... ..
Elective ...
.. . . .. .. .. .
.. ........ .... ... ........ ... .. .:.. .. ..

4
2 .

4

3

16
CONSERVATORY DIPLOMAS

Diplomas are granted as follows: A Teacher's· Diploma in
Public School Music is given at .the satisfactory completion -of
the first two years' worl_{ in Public School Music. · · ( See "College Curriculum.") This · diploma will entitle the hol~er to
.
·
a Special State Certificate, without examination.
Diplomas in ·Piano,, Voice, Violin and Organ are given on .·
the satisfactory completion of the theoretical courses starred in
the Artist Course, in addition to the required · proficiency in
the major study, voice, piano, . etc. The gi_vin.g of a ·public .recital -is required of the candidate for . a voice or 'insq~me~tal
diploma, but not for the Public School Music Diploma.
COLLEGE CREDITS . FOR MUSIC

Two units in music . will be accepted toward entrance to
Rollins College.
Thirty-six hours in music, of which ten .may be in practical .
music, will be credited toward the · A. B. degr~e.
CONCERTS, GLEE C LUBS, ORCHESTRA

In order to give the students opportqnities to hear the best
music artistically performed, a series of recitals is given during .
the· year by members of the music faculty and·by·the best out-·
side· talent obtainable. Informal student recitals are given.
each month in Knowles Hall. ·Class recitals are frequently

ROLL I _NS
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arranged by the teachers for · the benefit of the less-advanced
pupils.
·
Orchestra, chorus and glee clubs are conducted by the Director. The best music is studied and several public concerts
are given during the season. Glee clubs have a regular place
- in the .college curriculum. Students participating in glee club
singing will on recommendation of the Director be granted
-one hour credit.
EQUIPMENT

The pipe organ in Knowles Chapel affords excellent opportunity for practice by organ pupils. A splendid grand piano,
also in the chapel, provides for concert work. Pinehurst Cottage is devoted to the \vork in music. It provides admirable
facilities for classes, instruction studios and practice rooms.
The office of the Director is also in this building. Practice
rooms are furnished with pianos for students who requi're practice periods.

COPRSES OF STUDY
Theoretical C oitr s es
HARMONY

. This course covers two years of work and gives the student
a thorough knowledge of modern · harmony. The entire two
years of work is required of those \:\.rho are given diplomas in
voice or instrument. One year. is required for Public School
Music Diploma.
··
Thorough drill in the elements of harmony.
Figured bass. Harmonization of simple melodies. Keybot;trd
work . Constant emphasis is laid upon ear-training. Simple
moduiation is begun before the end . of the second semester.
T lrrce lzo-u rs a week tlirougliout the year.
FIRST YEAR.

SE COND YEAR . Advanced Harmony. Modulation. Ear training and keyboard work. Analysis. Study of modern
tendencies.
T !tree hours a week throug/i.out the year.

COUNTERPOINT

This course covers one . year of work m counterpoint.
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Open only to students who ·h ave completed the first year of
work in harmony.
Two hours a week throughout the year . .
HISTORY OF MUSIC

A lecture course of one year. Required of candidates · for ·
diplomas. The course covers the development of the art .o~
music from the earliest times to the preserit;: and is illustrated
by phonograph·. records . of standard compositions.
Two · /tours a week throughout the yea:.
APPRECIATION AND LITERATURE OF MUSIC

A lecture course of one year. Follows the development of
musical .form from the most primitive types to the symphoriies
of Beethoven, with a survey of national ·characteristics in ·music;
. Works of the great masters are studied in piano arrangements
.and phonograph records.. Required of candidates for diploma·s. ·
One hour a ,zpeek throughout the year.
THEORY

Theory and Harmonic Analysis is a lecture course based ·
on the outline 9f Louis C. Elson, and his text uThe The_o ry·_ of ·
. Music.'' · Full notes · are required during the first semester,
and the secon_d semester is devoted to the ·study of' Form
·and Analysis.
Essentials of iJfus-ic
''TH,EORV''

,

A lecture course of one year. Required of candidates for
diplomas. Gives a thorough review t0f the elements of music ··
terms, .marks of expression, etc. , the nature and compass ·of
orchestral . instruments, and -a general study of musical ·form~.' .
Also includes a series of talks on acoustics by the Instructor
of Physics of the College ..
One hour · a week' tlirouglzout the year.
Elementary Orchestration
A lecture course of one year. Gives comprehensive course
including the study of 'orchestriil instr{!ments in detail; the
reading of and conducting from orch~stral scores .
. One /101,r a week througltout . ·th.e· year.

-·
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TEXTS

SoLFEGGlO. George A. Wedge ( Ear-Train~ng and SightSinging); Baldwin (Progressive Series); _Damrosch-Gartlan
---.Gehrkens -( tJ nited School
Music Series).

of

HARMONY. Goetschius ( Tone Relations ) ; George A .
Wedge (Vol. I and II ) ; Heacox ( Harmony for Ear, Eye,

and Keyboard).
-COUNTERPOINT.
THEORY.

Goetschius

!Elementary

Counterpomt)-,

Elson (Theory of Music ) .

APPRECIATION. Hamilton ( Music. Appreciation ) ; Krehbiel (How to Listen to Music ) ; Henderson (What is Good
Music?) ; Matthay ( Musical Interpretation ) ; La vignac ( Music
and Musicians )-.
HISTORY OF Music. Pratt ( The History of Music) ·;
Baltzell ( A Complete History of Music ) : Dickinson (The
Study of the History of Music).

Essentials -of Music
" THEORY "

A lecture course of one year. Required -of candidates for
diplomas and degree. Gives a thorough review of the .e lements
of music, terms, marks of expression, etc. , the nature and compass of orchestral instrum_e nts, and a general study of _musical
forms. A190_includes a series of talks ori acoustics _b y the In- ·
-structor of Physics of the College.
One hour a w eek througho-ut tlie year.

Elementary Orchestration
A h;cture course of one year. Required of candidates fQr
Bachelor of Music Degree. Gives comprehensive course including the study of orchestral instruments in detail : the reading
of and conducting from orchestral scores.
·
One lwur a week throughout tlie y ear .
SOLFEGGIO- 1
This preparatory course is recommended to students before
beginning the study of harmony , and may be required at the
discretion of the Director. I t includes two separate classes,

. ···.-: ... ·· . . . . .

\

PRACTICAL COURSES

namely, Elementary Ear-Training, and Sight--Sing;ing.
· (a) EAR-TRAINING. In this class the student · receives a thorough drill in tone . relationships ahd tµne values, rhythmic ·-._
and melodic dictation. Intervals and · simple chords are also: ·
studied.
·
·
On_e liour a week througliout th-e year. ·
(b ) SIGHT-SINGING. This class is open to · all college
students~ Voice stud_e nts, at the discretion of the Head of the
Voice Department, may be required to enter it.
One hour a week tnrougkout tlie year.

JI
A course in advanced ear-training and sight-singing .·required of candidates for B. M. in Public School Music, and
diploma.
One hour a week throughout th-e year.
SOLFEGGIO

OTHER CLASSES
CoMP9SITION. Classes under the Director. Arranged · foradvanced -students -as required.
COMMUNITY Music. A lecture course of one hour a week,
conducted by the Director, and arranged _as required.
The question of all phases of _music in-community life will
be discussed, under such topi~s as "Music in the Home;"
"Music in the Schools," ''Church Music," "Community Songs,"
etc. -Papers by members of the class will ·be ~ead, ·and general
discussions encouraged. No technical · knowledge of music is
necessary for entrance to this class.
AccoMPANYING. Classes ·nnder the supervision of the Head
of the Piano Department.
SIGHT-READING. Classes under the supervision of the Head
-0f the Piano Department.
·
ENSEMBLE PLAYING. Cla_sses under the supervision of the
Head · of the Violin Department_
PRACTICAL COURSES
PIANO

ln the Piano Department no exclusive method is adhered to,

.-. .·~
. -
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but the principles which are inculcated are those common to
good modern pia~o playing the world over- the use-of relaxedarm-weight in tone production, of a flexible wrist in shading
and phrasing. the necessjty and beauty of a good legato touch ,
of a singing tone in melody playing. of independence of the
fingers in passag,e-work. etc. ·
·
Although the piano course cannot be offered for completion
in an allotted number of years. on account of the greatly varying talent and industry of the individual pupil the work is
divided into three grades, as follows :
Co u RsE l.-ELEMENT_.\.RY. Rudiments of technique; practice in · reading; by degrees the major and harmonic . minor
scales; studies; sonatas of Clementi. Kuhlau. ·Mozart; easy
pieces. musically rendered.
CouRsE II.-INTERMEDIATE. Technique; major scales; harmonic and melodic minor scales; studies for velocity and style;
Bach Preludes and Inventions; the less difficult of the Beethoven · Sonatas : the artistic performance of romantic and modern compositions ·of increasing difficulty.
COU RSE . III.- . \ DV ..\~CED.
Higher Technique; · scales;
Cramer and Czerny Studies; Bach's \Vell-Tempered . Clavi~
chord .; the more difficult Beethoven ·Sonatas: Chopin and the
effective interpretation of · concert pieces.
For the piano diploma. a further course of "virtuoso'' work
1s required.
HOME MUSIC COU RSE

For the piano pupi I who does not aspire to be a concert
player or teacher. but desires training as a practical musician,
able to create a musical atmosphere in the home, or to meet
the demands arising in social sen ice work, a course has been
· planned, leading to a Certificate in Home Music.
The requirements for this certificate are as follows: 1. Adequate facility in reading at sight music of moderate difficul,ty.
· 2.
A playing knowledge of simple chord combinations suffi.
cient for a free harmonization -o f folk tunes in easy keys. 3. --\.
memorized repertoire of · music for various occasions, such as
The Star Spangled Banner, America, the Doxology, and.
several favorite hymns. a march , a waltz, a one-step. a Virginia
1
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Reel tune, words and music of several children's songs, a
cradle song, etc.
No set amount of time can be named for the· oomplefr ,n . of
this course, which depends upon the ability and ambition of the
individual student.
ORGAN

Pupils c3:nnot be given instruction on the organ till such
know ledge of the pianoforte has been acquired as will insure
satisfactory pro'gress on that more complex instrument, the
organ. This demands at least two years of piano study,· here
or elsewhere .
The aim . of this - department is to fit pupils for holding .
church positions. The large pipe organ in . Knowles Chapel .
and the m·a gnificient new pipe organ in the new Congregational
church of Winter Park are at the service of pupils both for
instruction and practice. The new three-manual · Austin pipe
o_rgan in the Congregational church was installed in February,
1925 _, at a total cost of more than $17 , 000 . . It has both an ·
echo and chimes.
CouRs~ I. Clemens' Organ School, or . Stainer's Organ
Primer; easy trios by Rhein berger •and others; . Clemens' Pedal _
Studies; Hymn Playing.
COURSE II. Easier Chorals of B~ch ·and others; Buck's
Pedal Studies, Bach's Little Preludes and Fugues; sight-read- .
ing of hymns and other ordinary church music; ~imple piec~s- ·
CouRSE 11!. Bach's Preludes and Fugues; selections from
the best composers for organ. such as Guilmant,. Lemare, Du•
bois. Hollins, Rhein.berger. and others.
For the Organ diploma a further c:ourse of. virtuoso work
is required.
VIOLIN

The Violin Department is conducted in accordance with the._
most modern ideas held by the best masters . of. America and .
Europe. A practical _a nalysis of bowing and of left-hand ..
technique based on the natural laws of relaxation is taught
while especial emphasis . is placed upon interp.retation, including tone. intonation. etc. The . individuality of th_e pupil is

86
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also given due consideration, thus promoting the proper cooperation of teacher and student.
COURSE OF STUDY

CouRsE I.-,ELEMENTARY. Violin schools of Sevcik, DeBeriot and others, and exercises for bowing and intonation,
with ·particular attention .to purity of tone. Interesting pieces.
CouRSE IL- INTERMEDIATE. Schools of Sevcik and others.·
Studies and pieces of medium difficulty for musical as well . as ·
technical development. Concertos.
CouRSE III.- ADVANCED. Studies by Kreutzer, Rode:
Revelli, Minkous, Meerts, Paganini. Concertos by. · Spohr.
Wieniawski, Mendelssohn, Bruch, Saint-Saens and others.
Diplomas are granted- in the Violin Departine~t upon the
sam~ conditions as in other departments of instrumental study.
SINGING

CouRsE I. Breathing; tone placement; vocalises of Concone
and simple songs studied for purpose of breath control, voice
placing and enunciation.
CouRSE II. Development of tone; study of increasingly
difficult songs from both a technical and interpretative stand-·
point.
CouRSE III. Study of recitative and aria from Oratorio
· and Opera-special ·attention being given to artistic interpretation.
For the Diploma in Si_n ging an exceptional voice and
marked interpretative ability are essential. In addition tothe
required theoretical courses the candidate must have _acquired
a sufficient knowledge of French and German tJo sing in these
two languages, and must be able to play ·any ordinary accompaniment.
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

· To enter this course, the student must have had · at least
one year of Solfeggio, and must demonstrate ability to read
at sight and to play simple accompaniments on the piano.
The method taught is the well..:known Weaver method,
which has been successfuily proved for years in many northern
and · western centers . and has accomplished remarkable results
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tn such cities as Northampton, Mass.; Yonkers,. N. Y.; Hart•
ford, Conn., and Flint, Mich.
.
- .
The course includes thorough trammg in sig~t-singing,
pedagogical methods, conducting and actual teaching; an mi· ·
usual feature of the work being the opportunity given for
practice teaching in the Winter Park · public school wbere, ·b y
arrangement with the school board, the. student · is allowed to
teach under the direction of the supervisor .of music, who is·
also the head of the Department of Public School Music · in .
Rollins College Conservatory. _
PLTHLlC

SCHOOL. VlOLlN_ CLAS~

For . two years the Conservatory has cond11cted an afterschool violin class in the Winter Park p11blic school, Jhis ~ork
being in charge of the assistant in violin. This class is taught
in accordance with the most progressive ideas in such work.
It is open to advanced violin students in the- Conserv:atory
for practice and .observation.
·
·

CONSERVATORY TUITIONS
PER SEMESTER OF EIGHTEEN WEEKS
PIANO

For advanced and medium grades, according to instructo-r:
z half hou~s a week,....
.. .. .... .$ 126.00
· S 90.00·
'
z 20-minute periods .. . . .
90.00
7 2.00
1 half hour ...
72.00
54.00
I• or medium and elementary grades:
~ half hours a week
45.00 27.00
z 20-minute periods

54.00

45 _.oo
3 I ·.SO

VOICE

half hours a weE> '<
z 20-minute periods
1 half hour ......

2

54.00
45.0·0

63.00

3 I.SO

half hours a week
2 o-min ute
periods
.......... ..
r half · hour.. ... .... .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. ..... .... ..
or medium and elementary grades :
2 half hours a week. .. .
.. ........... ..
2 z·o~min ute periods...... ......... ........
.. .. .. .... .... .. .. .... .. ... .
Class lessons may •be arranged at the discretion of the
· director.
:z
2

f

108.00
81.00

90.04>
72.00

54.00

--

.. ..
•
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ORGAN
2

1

half hours a . week .
half hour . . .. ....... .. .

I

26.ou
7 5.00

WINI> . INSTR l' MENT S

18 weeks ..

45.00

THEORETI_C AL CLASSES ·
PER SEMESTER O F Elf; f:{J"EEN

WEEKS

. Charges included in regular College tuition when taken as
part of full college or academy course,. For special students as
follows:
Public School Pedagogy .
.. $ 50.00
Harmony I and lI ( 3-hour classes)
I 5.00
I 0.00
History of Music , Counterpoint ( 2 hours)
Music Appreciation, Musical · Essentials, Harmonic
Analysis, and other 1-hour classes
7.50
No fee
Solfeggio
· No fee
Piano Sight-Reading .
t'SE

OF

PIANO

FOR

PRA C TI C E

. One hour daily ......
Each additional hour .
USE

OF

.. .. ...... .. .. ..

6.oo
3.00

ORGAN

FOR

PRACTI'CE

One hour daily ..
Each additional hour.. ..

I 5.00 .

7 .50

THE ~ORMAL COURSE
Students desiring to prepare for teaching '.a nd wishing also
to have a college diploma can enter College in the usual way
and major in those subjects of •Pedagogy, Phsychology, Lan:guage. History. etc., which would give the best ·general preparation for that profession.
.
Another way is to take three years at Rollins and then a
year of applied work at Tallahassee or a Normal school for
which Rollins wil1 give full credit and a Bachelor of Arts
degree.
C ERTIFI C:\TES

Students completing this course will have the same status as
will graduates from the four-year normal course offered by the
State University and the State College for Women. The State
Superintendent of E_d ucation, at present, holds that the law as
now on the statute books permits him to grant state certificates
without examination ·only to graduates from four-year college

PRACTI~AL CQ _l.RSES

Su

courses. The provisions of the law governing the granting of
certificates are stated in the following paragraph:
THE _STATE

CERTIFICATE

in·

The present state law of Florida provides two ways
which .
graduates from Rollins College and similar institutions may
obtain state certificates.
Under Chapter 7372. Section 17. of the laws as enacted in 1917, any Rollins student regularly graduated .since June 15 ,
1905, may obtain a state certificate without examination by fil- _
ing with the State Superintendent of Public I:hstruction _h1s oi
her diploma, or a certified copy of it, presenting satisfactory
• evidence of twenty-four months of successful teaching, and
paying a fee of five dollars. _
Under Chapter 7 37 3. Sections r and 2, graduates from the
Co1lege may obtain state certificates without examination and
without me'eting any other conditions, provided, first, they have
devoted three-twentieth~ _of their time to the study of psychology and education; and. secondly, that the College submits .
to such .inspection and reg\1lations as may be prescribed by the
State Board of Education and the State Board of Control; and, ·
thirdly, that the courses of study are· found to be the same or
equivalent to those prescribed and sustained by the State
University and the Florida State College for Women.
OTHER CERTIFICATES
.

.

Candidates for third-grade certificates are . required to pass
examinations in orthography. reading, arithmetic: English
grammar, composition. geography~ United States history,
physiology and theory and practice of teaching. An average
grade ot seventy per cent must be obtained in . these examinations and no grade shall be below fifty per cent.
Candidates for the second grade certificates mu~t pass an
examination on the same subjects required . of · candidates for
the third grade certificate. and on agriculture and civil govern-·
ment and must secure an average of eighty per ~ent, -with no .
grade below sixty per · cent.
Candidates for the first grade certificate are examined in ·
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physical geography . an~ algebra in ·addition to the subj-ects
named above, and are required to obtain an average grade of
eighty-five per cent, with no grade below sixty· per cent. ·
Third-grade certificates are valid for one year, seco;nd. grade ·c·e rtificates for three years and first-grade certificates
for five years from date on which they are issued. ·
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

Completion of the first two years of high school work will
be required for entrance. Candidates for entrance will be
requir~d to submit eight units or credits from some approved
secondary school. ·
SPECIAL REVIEWS

Should a sufficient number of students desire it, special review classes will be formed in the subjects upon which candidates for the first-, second-, or third-grade certi~cates are
·e xamined. These classes, if formed, will be design·e d to meet
the needs of public school teachers who cannot remain in school ·
during the winter months. Such review classes will -not. be
formed unless the numbers desiring them justify the College
_in incurring the expenses involved in providing. for the
·
instruction.
NoTE.-For a description of the special courses in Education see under "fhilosophy and Education" in the Detailed ·
Explanation of the College courses. Other courses ate identical , with the corresponding courses in the academy or the
college.

WINTER PARK HIGH SCHOOL
Winter Park has . a fine standard senior High School, which
is free to all students of the town, whether pe,rmanent or transient, and students preparh~;r for Rollins can find ·first-class
accomodations there .for all of the preparatory work in that
modern educational plant. $tudents who enter the freshman
class with conditions may make .up those conditions in - the
Winter Park High School.

EXPENSES
It is a constant aim of the College to provide first-c:lass
.college advantages to . the student at the lowest possible rates.

J
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The charge to the student is but a small part of the cost t0

the College ·

The balance of the cost is met by the income

of the endowment . funds and gifts from the friends of
Christian education .
PAYMENT_

Tuition and all other fees are due in futl in advance each
semester and must be paid in the business office of the .c'.:olleg-e
before attending recitations. The inst.ructo-rs are authorized ·
not to receive . students into · their classes who · cannot present
registration card signed by office accounta~t·.
The general expenses for 1925-26 will be as follows:
FOR ONE SEMESTER OF EIGHTEEN WEEK.S

Board

.. $

Room and light
Tuition . ... .
........ ... .. ....... ..
Registration ( Student Assoc.) fee ..... ...... ... . .
Library ( returnable less fines)

115.0050.00

r"oo.oo
I0 .. 00
1.00

$ 276.00

The tuition charge entitles the student to · instru~ion
(theoretical) · in .all departments. Extra charges will be made
for practical music, practical art, science "laboratory, expression, typewriting, shorthand. . Additional electric bulbs required during the .yea~ on account of breakage or los_s
be paid for: by the student.

will

An additional fee of five dollars is charged for every
hour carried above eighteen hours of academic ·work.
For six hours of class work one-half of regular tuition will
be charged and for more than six hours full ttiitiori will . be
required.
·
For less than six hours,_ or for special academic .courses,
seven dollars per credit hour will be charged.
REFUNDS

The necessary· expenses of the College are not redu~d
when
student leaves before. the end of the semester. For
this ·reason, no refunds will be made for absence of. less than
one-half a semester. except for board. The Registration

a

.....

I.

.
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(Student Association) fee .is .not refunded.
made for week end absences.

No refunds will be

REGISTRATION AND RESERVATI O :'-i OF ROOMS

The registration of new students { both Freshmen and
students admitted with .advanced standing ) is _arranged in
advance of Registration Day. The adjustment of credits
·should be attended to as soon as possible after graduation
from High School.
All rooms must be reserved in advance upon payment of
a fee of $ 10.00, which payment will apply on the sttJdent1 s
semester bill at the opening of the new year. Should a student
who has reserved a room by making the advance payment decide not to ·enter, a refund of this amou.n t will be made ; provided such refund be claimed on or before September 1, ·1925.
ROOMS

All students not residing in \Vinter Park and its vicinity
or in the homes of immediate relatives, are required to room
in Campus Dormitories unless other arrangements are made
with the coll½ge officials.
All dormitory ro::Jms are furnished with single beds with
wire springs, mattresses) dressers, tables and chairs. All other
furnishings desired are to -be provided by the student. Each
occupant of a dormitory room · should bring three sheets. one
pillow, one pair pillow cases. one-half dozen towels, . blankets
and napkins. These articles should be plainly marked . with the
owner's name.
·
E.ach occupant of a dormitory room will be required to
.sign a receipt for the furniture and equipment of his room
and wil 1 be held responsible ·for its return in good condition
when he departs .
. LABO~ATORY _FEES~
General Chemistry per semester ..
. ........ $
Organic and Physical Chemistry per semester .
Type.writing (a machine charge per semester) ·- ····

5.00
1

o .oo
5.00

SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS:

Special Semester Examinations
.. .... ........ .. ... .... $
Special monthly tests....... ...
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . . .
Special make - up of failed . monthly work . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..

5.00

2.00 ·
1.00

·.....·

_

....

_
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LATE REGISTRATION

A fee of two dollars •will be· charged students who enroll
after Registration Da:y.
DIPLOMAS

The fees for diplomas are as follows:
For college .degrees .... ... .. ... ... .... ... ... .. .·... .. .... .... .... .. ... .. ....t,
For music ... . :........
. ... .......................... ... .. ..... .. ... .. . .·

s.oo
3.00·

BOARD

The dining hall is conducted without idea of profit and
for the purpose of providing wholesome food at the lowest
possible cost. For shorter periods than . .a .semester, the rate
will be $8.oo per week.
STUDENT ASSOCI A TION FEE .
Upon registration a regular student ( taking nine semester
· hours, or the equivalent thereto ) automatically becomes a mem- ·
ber o_f the Student' Association which in . generai controls the
student enterprises. He pays. as a part of his semester bill, a
fee of $ 10 .00 per semester ( which coristitu~es a special fund for
the maintenance and busines~-like management .of . student
activities and campus interests.
All s·u ch funds are handled by the College office, and expended oniy by order of the Executive Commitee o'f the Asso:..
ciation and the Faculty Committee on Activities.
Nof less than $75.00 per year of the Association money is
~ v o t e d to a fund .for maintenance of the canoes and boats.
~
Uixm payment of this fee a Student Association . ticket •is
given the student entitling him to ( 1) a subscription to ·the
Sandspur , ( 2 )· a subscription to the Tomokan , ( 3) admission to
all athletic contests, ( 4 ) admission to all concerts an:d lectures, .
(5)admission to all debates, ( 6 ) support of the Y. M. C.A .or
Y. W. C. A ., and participation in other activities specified by
the Executive Committee.
These activities. are conducted by the students, and the Ad. ministration of the . College is not responsible · for producing
them. Unexpended money · devoted to any activity goes ·back
to the treasury of the College, and cannot be held over to a
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succeeding year for the b~nefit of any activity without the vote
of the bodies controlling the funds.
·
~'SPECIAL STUDENT" REGISTRATION FEE. Special students.
(those· taking less than nine semester hours or the equivalent ·
thereto) not desiring to become members of the Student Association by paying_the regular fee are required to pay a Registration Fee of $3.00 per semester.
·
Such students do not have free admission to student activity
affairs requiring tickets.
·
WORKING STUDENTS
A large number of students, especially men,_work their ·way
in whole or in part while at Rollins. A bout one-half of the
men do this ordinarily. A student is honored at Rollins for-an
honest effort of this kind, and many of the best scholar~ and
most worthwhile individuals pu·r sue _this method of support
throughout their whole college course. It is best to · make
arrangements before coming to Winter Park by writing to the
Dean or Treasurer, or by being represented by some old · student who knows the qualifications· of the applicant, and of jobs
· about the institution. Students often enter College and soon
drop into some working position left vacant . by changes that
are frequently going on.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND SP.E CIAL ENDOWMENTS
The following scholarships have been established in honor
of the persons named who have contributed to the Endowment
of the College, or to the special e·n downment of specific schola~ships.
·
·
1.
FLORIDA HIGH ·scHOOL HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS. These
· scholarships are for $ 400 each, covering a period of four y.; ars,
and are pa:d in installments of $100 annually . . One scholarship is granted to every high school in Florida whose standards
are approved by the Dean of Rollins College. These scholar-:
ships are awarded on the basis of scholastic standing and
leadersl~ip. Any student desiring to take advantage of this
opportunity ·should write to the Dean of Rollins College, giving the name of his or her principal, a statement of high school
record, and ·plans £or future study.

SCHOLA.RSllll 'S

2.
THE CHASE SCHOLARSHIP, established in -honor of t_he
. late Loring Augustus Chase, one of the founder·s of the town of ·
Winter ~ark.

3. THE HALL SCHOLARSHIP; established in honor of the
late Mr . .and Mrs .. Charles· Henry Hall of Evansfo~, Ill. .
THE MARK SCHOLARSHIP, established in honor of -Mr.
and Mrs. _Charles LeRoy Mark, of Fredonia, New York. Mr.
Mark is since deceased.
·4

5. , THE ScoTT SCHOLARSHIP, established in honor of Mr.
and Mrs. John F. Scott, of Pittsburg, Pa.
6. . THE BURLEIGH SCHOLARSHIP, established· in honor of
the late .Mrs. Matilda Burleigh.
7. THE PEARSONs SCHOLARSHIP, established· in grateful
recognition of the gift to ~he College of $50,000 by the laie Dr~
D. K. Pearsons, of Chicago, Ill., and donations · made to the.
Endowment Fund by faculty and , students .during the .. years
1903-1905. This scholarship is· assigned to the student~ preferably of the sophomore dass, who is deemed .most worthy.
8. THE ANGIER .SCHOLARSHIP, established in- honor o~ the
late Mr. A. E. Angier, of Boston, Mass;, and available for
young men only.
·
·
9. THE WYETH SCHOLARSHIP, endowed by Mrs . .E. J.·
Wyeth and _Messrs. Harry B. \Vyeth, John H.. Wyeth, J.r., -and
George A. Wyeth, in memory of their husband · and · father,
John H. Wyeth, for many years a member of the Executive and
Investment Committees of the Board of Trustees of Rollins
College.
10. THE PALMER SCHOLARSHIP, established -in honor of
the late Francis -Asbury Palmer. ·
11. THE _
DUVAL SCHOLARSHIP, ·available for .· a graduate
of the Duval High School, established in honor of the follo~ing
donors to the Endowment F _u nd: ·J. W .- Archibald,, E .. P. Axtell, .
Hon. N. :p . Bryan, Coons and Golden, R. V. Covington, · H .
.& W. B: Drew Co. , Col. E. C. Long, Mrs. E .. ]. ·McDuff, ]. R
Parrott, E .. P. · Richardson, C. B. Rogers, . Charles · P: Sumner,
Union Congregational _Church. Edwin S. Webster and Lorenzo
A. ·Wilson.
·
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12.
The income of the Eliza \Vorthington Fund of $1,000
created by the Hon. Augustus Stions Worthington. ·of Wash- •
ington, [?. C., and Mrs. Lucy \Vorthington Blackman, of Lake
Monroe, Fla., in memory of .their mother. is- devoted. to the
maintenance of the Department of Domestic Arts.
1

13. Two RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS are offered by the Rhodes
Trust, under the provisions of the will of the late Cecil Rhodes.
tg college men of Florida. in Oxford University i England . .
These scholarships are good for three years, and pay an animal ·
stipend of approximately $I ,500. They affoTd an excellent .
opportunity to pursue courses of study in the arts, sciences.
·1aw ,· or theology, or in preparation for subsequent m·e dical
studies, in one of the most venerable and famous of universi'."'
ties , and to travel extensively in Europe.
NoTE·.-Some of the scholarships noted above are available·
for incoming Freshmen and some of them are available for ·
Rollins students only. For further information write to the
Dean of Rollins College. \Vinter Park. Florida.
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LIST OF STUDENTS, 1924~25
SENIORS

Amy, Ruth .......... ..... '. .......... ...... .. ............... .. _. ... ........ Sebring, .Fla:
Beall, Katherine .... ... .. ............ .. .......... .... ... ... .... .Sioux City, I~wa ·.
Chandler, Robert .... ..... ...... .... . 191 County St., Taunto.n, Mass . .
Davis, Meredith ........ ... .... ........ 64, Kenton Ave., Pitman, N : J.
· Davis, Virginia.: .. .... .:............ ..510 Washington St., ·Gleilcoe·, Ill.
Dickin~n, Helen Elizabeth ...... .. ... ............. Wint~r Park, ·. Fla.
Draa~ Cecil .. ...... .. ... ........ .... .. .. ... ... ... .. .... .... ... ... .. ........... Mims, ..Fla.
Draa, Horace ... ...... ...................... ......... .. ... ..... ....... .:.. .Mims, Fla ..
Grey, Dorothy .. .. ....~... ....... ...... ........ ............. .... ... ... .Oberli:Q, ,Ohio
Hunter. L: S . ... ............ ..·.. ...... ... . 220 S. Lake St., Orlando, Fla. ·
McRoberts, M. W .... .10614 Englewood Ave., Cle·veland, •Ohio
Parkinson, Edwina ........ ...... ........ .... ............ ........ .... .... :Alva,· Fla.·
Potter, Douglass ... ... ..... ..... 1348 State St., · Bowling Green, Ky.
Pratt, Dorothy .... .. .. .............. .803 Magnolia Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Redding, John Raymond ... ..... 71/i W. Church St:, Orlando, Fla.
Richman, Paul. ..... ..... ..... ... ........ .... ... .... .. ... ....... ..... .Maitland, Fla.
Steinhans, Lambert .... ,........... 207 Harwood Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Wallace, Edna ... .- .... 621 S. Rosemary St., W. Palm. Beach, Fla.·
Stoner, Mrs. Margaret (P. G. ) ..... .. ... .......... Boulder, Colorado_~

JUNIORS

· Arm, Eloise ..... ...... .. ........... .. ...... 720 Lake Ave.., .Willmette, ·n1.
, Behling, Albert A: ........... ........ .. .... ... .... .. .... .... ... ....Pitman, N. J.
Blair, Mae:... ............ ... .. ......... ... .. .... .. .. .... .Box 1538, Orlando., Fla . .
Bowman, Beryl. .... ....... 120·2 Duncan St., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Colvilte, Robert .... .... ... .. ... .. ... ... 37 E. 12th St., New York City ·
Daniels, Harold .. ... ....... 53 Beverly Hills Dr., Cleveland, Ohio
Davis,- Maude Beatrice ................. .......... ·.. ..... .. ..... Maitland, Fla.
Durrance, Eura Lee ... .. ..... ·.. .... ..... ........ ... .. .·....... .. Wauchula, Fla.
Gasten, Robert. .... ... ........... ...... .. .... .. _. ..... ..:...... Winter Park, Fla.
Hall, Fay ... ..... .'... .. ···· ····· ······ ···· ···.······ ····· ············:· ·Anderson, S. C.
Mann, W. A ....... ........ ... ... ............. .. ... .Box 1605, Orlando; Fla.
More, Ray ... .... ........ ........ .... ........ .. .. ... .. ...... .. .... Hain~s City, · ·F la .
. McCall, Rhoda ..... .:. .. .......... ...6 Matilda St.~ Alba.n y, N. Y.
McKay, Ada .... .. .. ..... ......... ..... 824 S. Orleans St., ·Tampa, •Fla.
Parker, Homer .. .... ... ... I 224 S. Garfield St., McM·echen~ W. Va.
Storey, W. L .. Jr ............ ... ... .. ... ............... .... W:inter Garden, Fla.

.. I
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---- - - - -------------------Thompson, Eva .. .- .
. ...... .. ...
. .' Coalgate, Okla.
.. ... ... .... ... .. .... ......
... Winter Park. Fla.
Ufford, Margery .
·. Wagener; Jean
... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
. ....... .. ~4lunola, P.a.
Warner·, Stanley
.... .... ..... .. ....... ...... .. ...Crescent . City, Fla.
\Vaters, Lucille Page. . .... 424 S. Main St., . 9rl~do, Fla.
Young, Cat_h erine . .. ...... .. .... ..... ... ... .. ..
. .. Q~,iedo, Fla.
SOPHOMORES

0

Ange, Sallie ... . . .. "· •· ...... ..... .... .... .. ..... .Box 55,' Or\a~do, Fla.
Boone, Mrs. Mabel ..... . ..
........ :.... Box 1801, Orlando. Fla.
· Cook, Mildred. .
.-424 E. Central Ave .. O;rlando, Fla.
Dickinson, Jeanette .
.......... .... .. . .. .... ... .
. M;t;.: Dora, Fla.
I>ooley, Mabel Lee . .. . .544 Ridgewood Ave .. Orlando. Fla. ·
Uraa, Clarence .
. .... ;Aurantia, Fla.
Fralick. Clayton ... .. . ... . .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. . .. .
Wint'er Park, Fla.
Hobart. John H. . .
. .. New Curnberla~d, Pa.
Humphreys. Katherine .
.. .........
.. Winter Park, Fla.
Jones, Genevieve
. . .. ... ...
... ·... Bartow, -Fla.
Kroehle, Alvin . ·
..... ... .. 5597 Page Ave .. St. Louis, Mo.
. Babson Park; Fla.
Lawrence, C. W .. Jr. .
·Lofroos, William .. ..
201 S. Quimby Ave., ·Warren Ohio
\1itchell, Carolyn E.
.. 2476 Putman St., Toledo. Ohio
Mulligan, Marion
1121 , 21st. St., S.t. Petersburg, Fla.
:\1cM akin, Dorothy
.. 41 o S. Orange Ave .. Orlando., Fla.
Richey. Ruth .... .. ... ... . .. .. 627 Lincoln Ave .. Lincoln, IlL
Scotti John D.
. . Oxford , Fla .
Shreve. Aaron .
28 S. New Jersey Ave ., Atlantic City . N . J.
Spross. Charles
.. .. . . Sta~ F . Gen. Del. Toledo. Ohjo
Stagg. :\1.ildred
25 E. Livingston Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Wi lson, Annabeth .
I 4·25 College St., Jacksonville. Fla .
...... R. R. No. 5, Salem. Ohio
\Vilson. Robert
FRESHMEN

...83 Wall St., Norwalk, Conn.
Abbott, Frank S.
. . 33 Granite St., New London, Conn .
.\rmstrong, Lloyd .
.. 223 Pratt Ave .. Ft. Lauderdale: Fla.
Atkisson. Elizabeth
Qrl ando. Fla.
Barber. Herbert .
.
64
W.
Home
St.
,
Westerville
, Ohio
Bard. Asher
3414 Rutherford St .. Hariis~urg. Pa.
Birchall. Howard \N.
...
Perry. Fla.
Blanton. Treva Lou .
. ... 638 Alabama St. B:r;-i.sto.l , Tenn.
Blevins. James .....
325 Kirkwood Blvd .. Davenport Iowa
Boardman. Phillip
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Bo~twick, John M....... ...... 33 East 3rd. St., Jacksonville, Fla.
· Bowers, George .. ...·......:... _. ...... ... ...... ... ... .... ......... ..... .Vernon,, ·N. Y.
Botts, Rudolph ....·...... .. .. .. .......... ...... ... _... Sulphur Springs,. Fla!
Bradford, Carter ... ... ... .... ... .. ... ... ..- .:•... .... ... ... .. .Winter Park; Fla.
Branning, Eleanor ... .. ... .. ... ........ .. ... ..... ...... ..... ;Lake Wales, · Fla.
Brown, Louise :....... :.. .. .... ..... .. 521 Magnolia Ave., -Orlando, F-la. ·
Buzzell, Eugene A: ··· ·····205 N. Olive St.~ W, Palm Beach, Fla.
Ca lhoun , J . D u dley.· .. .. .·... .. .. ....... ..... ... .. ... ... ....w·
_1n·: t er. P ark , .Fl a. ·
. .~·.Winter Park, Fla. .
Campbell, Annie ..... ... .... .. .. ... ... .. .. ...
Carlson. Sidney ..... .. ...... ....... ..... .. .. ...... ........ .... .W1nter Park, Fla~
Carmkhael, Genevieve .....·.. 509 W. Central Ave.,· Orlando, Fla.
., ·
·P ark , .. F.l a.
C a r s:we 11 , .w·11·f
. 1 1 re d.. . ....... ... . ..
.. ..... ...·... .....·W
. · inter
Carter, Amanda .. .. .. ..... ... .... .... .. .. .Box :1043, Orlando, Fla_.
Colado, Guy .
.... ... ..... . ... 302 \Vashington•St: Tampa, Fla. · Congdon, Bertina .... .. ....... ... _. ....... ..... .. ..... ... __ .. Winter Park,: Fla.
Couch, Claude ...... ........ ... . 105 S. E ~ Ave., B.r idgetown, N. J.
Draa, Edithe
. .. ... ... ......... .. .
. .. ... .. ........:.A.uiant.ia, Fla..
Duffield, Dorothy C . .. .. .. .. ... 103 E. Amelia Ave . , Orlando, Fla.- ·
Dul,a, J. Evelyn ... .... .. ... .... ......... .... ...Black Mountain, N. C. ·
Eichstaedt, Edward .......... ........... .. ..... :.. ..... .... ..........·.: tocoa, Fla. ·
Evans, William Grey ...... ..... .N. Richhill St., Waynesboro, · Pa.
Ferguson, Louise ..:... ... ........ 2476 Putman St. ~· Toledo, Ohio
Forbes, Dorothea .... ...... .. .. .... .. ... ............ ....... .Winter ·. Park, Fla.
Foster. Char1otte. ... . .. 106 Beauregarde Ave., Lake City,S; C.Fralick, Raymond ........... .. ..... .. .....
..Winter Park, Fla.
Gasten, . Dor·a ... .............. ................... ..... ..... ..Winter Park, Fla.
Green, Isabel . .. .. ... ... ..
..... .. ..: ...·... .... ..... W.inter Park, Fla.
Green, C. M~, Jr .... ... ...... ... ..... ........ ....... .- .... ... .Winter Park, F.la~
Grossman, Charlotte ........ ..... ...Hotel Plaza, Cainaguey, Cuba ·
Haley, . Thomas ....... ... .. .... .... ............... .... ... ..Mii:teville, N. Y~ · ·
Harris,- Lucy ... ·.· .. ... .. ... ... .. .. . ..... .... .... .. ..
. .. Winter Park, .Fla.
Heide, .Beth Vivian, 320 E. Washington St., Ann ·Arbor, Mich.
Hill, · Robert ..... .... .. ... ..... .... ........ .. .. ... .... ........New Smyrna, fla.
Hilliard, y ·auL . . .. ... .... ..... ..- .... ... .114 Lee St., Ft.· Myers,. Fla . . .
Hixson; D. R, ... ·.· ... .146 . Westmipster Ave., Greensburg, Pa; ·
Hobart, John H. ··:······ ···· ··· ··· ·· ···· ········ ······New Cumberland, Pa ...
Hohannes, William ...... .. ... .... .. ·.... .... ... Berkeley Spl'.ings, w. va:. .
Holland, Loui"se .·... .. ... ... .... ... ........ .....380 Tyler St.~· Bartow, Fla.. . .
Hosack~ ., Frances \Villard ... ... ..... .·... ... . ....... ,.. Homestead~ .· Fla . .
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· Howard, Frances .
. .. 337 E. Amelia Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Hughes, .F red ......... ....... ...... ..Penn Court Apts., Bristol, Tenri.
Jaquith, Grace ... ..... .. .... ... ............... ... .......... ..Wind~rmere, Fla·.
Johnson, Margaret .... .......... .. ... .603 W. ·146 St., New. York City.
Joyce, John F .... .. ... ... .. ....... .. .. ..... ........... ....... ..... Clearwater, Fla.
Joyner, Jack .. .-..... ... .... .. ....... .... .... ... .. ..... .Box 1298, Orlando, Fla..
Kearns, Gerald T ....... .. .... Sunset Inn, St. Petersburg, Fla.
King, Warner A .. .... ..288 McGregor Ave. , Cincinnati, Ohio
Ku.e bler, Freda ........ ...... ... .... .......... ..... ..... ...... .......... Shiloh, Fla.
LaFlure, Marie£ ........... .... ........ .... ...... ........... Winter Park, Fla.
LaMartin, · Robert . . ................ .......... . ..·.......... Okeechobee~ Fla.
Larkin, Frank L ........ ................. ..... ......... .. .. Winter ·Park, Fla.
Larsen, Beatrice ... ... .. .. ...... .... 5 Ramoth Drive, Asheville, N. C.
Lawrence, Mancel. .... ... ........ .... ........... ......... ... .. ....... Apopka, Fla:
Lersch, Ellen M ....... ... ..... ...... Fern Creek Drive, Orlando, ·F la.
Lewis, Katherine ... ........... ..... ..... .......... .. ........ Winter Par~, - F la.
Lilly, Maurine .... .. .......... 1417 S. Adams St. , Ft. Worth, Texas
·Logan, Vaudine .. :....... .. ... 811 Matanzas Ave., W. Tampa, Fla.
Marlowe, Ralph . H .. .... .. .... ~ .. ... .. ........ ......... ... .. ..... .. Orlando, Fla.
_Marlowe, Martha ... .... ........ . ............ ... .. ....·.. ...... ..... .Bonifay, Fla.
Matting.ly, Kenneth ... ............. .. ...... ... ... Box 768, Orlando, Fla.
Merithew, DeWitt C. , Jr ..... .... 206 Madison St. , Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miller, Althea T .... .. ...·...... ..... .237 Maple St. , Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miller, Gladys .. ...... 313 Cranesnest Park, W. Palm Beach, Fla ..
McK_ay, D. B., Jr .... ... . .. .. ....... '.824 S. Orleans St., Tampa, Fla.
McKay, Florence ... .... ... . .. .. ........... ......... ....... ... ... Sanford,. Fla.
Newton, Albert.. .. .. ....... .... ... 517 N. Putman St. , Orlando, Fla;.
Newton, James .. ... .. ...... ... .... ... 517 N. Putman St. , Orlando, Fla.
Pipkorn, Lucille .... ................... 110 Sunset Park, Sarasota, Fla.
Poole, Hubert... ...
. .... ..-423 Columbia Terrace, Peoria, Ill.
Portner, Alice ... ·.... ... ............ .... ... ....... .... Box 609, Orlando, Fla.
Pow~rs, Harold] ..... .... ...... .- .... ....... .... .. R. R. No. 1, Crewe, Va.
Pressey, Eleanor ... .... .. ... .... ... ..................... ........... .Beeville, Texas.
Rand 4 11, Laura .. .... ...... ....... .............. ... ............ .Winter Park, Fla.
. Reece, PhHip C ...... .-... ........ ..... .. .... ..................... ... Nicholson; Pa.
Rollins, Abbie ..... ... .. .. .. ........ .... ·:... .... ..·........... Winter Park, Ffa.
Seaver, Leonard .... .... .. ..... .341 Piedmont St., Waterbury, Conn..
Sheffield, Barbara ........................ ..... ... .... ......... ..... Catskill, N. Y.
Shoesmith, James .... ...... .. ..... .. ....... .... ........ ... .. .New Smyrna, Fla.
Smith. John
.. . .. ... ...:.. ... .. ....... . ..... . ... .... ...... :Apopka. Fla_

LIST OF STUDENTS, 1924-.25
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Sutherland, \ ~iolet .. ...... .. 605 N'. Ridgewood ·Ave., Daytona Fla. ·.
Tilden, . Robert ............. ...... ...... .....·.... ·.. .. ... ... Winter Garden, Fla.
Townsley, C. H ..... ·.... ...... .... ....... ... 52 Bortlon Ave. ~ Akron;•Ohio
Vaden, Dorothy ... ... ... ...·.. ....... ... .... .... ... ... .... .. .. .. .- ... ... :Apopka, F la. · .
Vallette, Frances .... ... .... .. .... .. ...... .' .. .... ....... ........ ... ·F ulford. • F la .
. Walker, Ross Foster ........ ...... ... .... ... 24 Byers Ave. , Akron,. Ohio
Ward, Gertrude .. ....... ..... ..... ... .......... .... .. .. ... .... Winter Park,: Fla.
Warner, Carl F .... .... .. ...... .............. ..... ... ... .. .. Crescent (:ity,. Fla.
White., Wayne .. .... ............ .. .. ....... ... .... R. D. No. 9, Kokomo, Ind·.
Whitillf'Jre, Emily .... .. ..... ..... .., ....... ........ .. ... ....... Winte-r ·P~rk, Fla.
Wilkinson,• Gladys .... .. .... .. .... ...... .. .... .......... ....... .Edgewater, Fla.
Willi_ams, . Robert C ........ .. ... ...... 28 Alveston St.~ Boston, Mass.
Winderweedle, Elbert. ...... ... .... ..... ............ .. .... ·......... .. .,Perry, Fla.
Winslow, Kenelm .. .... .... .. .. ........ ... ..... ...... ... ..... .. Winter Park, Fla. ·
Wright, Pearl ...... ,... ..·..... ... .... ... ... .. .. ... ... ... ...... .... .. Etowah, Tenn.
Zehler. Charles
.... ....... .... I 1 Mt. View Ave .. \V-arsaw, N. Y.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Bailey,. Wm. R .... .... ....... .... , ....... :...... ... .. .... ... ......... ..Orlando, Fla.
Barnum, H. W .... .. ....... .... ........ .... .... .. ...... .. ., .... Winter Park, Fla.
Drake, Marshall .... .. .. ... ... .;.. ... ... .... ... .. .... .... ...... .Winter Park, Fla.
Eberhart, Wm. O ..... ... .. ... ... .... .... ..... ........ ..... .... .... .Qrlando, Fla. ·
Elz, George ...... .. ..... ... .. .: ... ..... .;... ..... ... .. ... ... ......... .... Orlando,. Fla. •
Frierson, M. L. ... ... ..... ....... ....... ............ .... ........... ....Orlando, Fla.·
Furlonge, C. B ... __ .. ...... .. ........ .. .... ..... ...... .. ... :.. .. .·.... .... Perry, Fla . .·
Gannon, Loren ............... ...... .. .. .. ... .. ... .... .... ... ......... .. Orlando, Fla . .
Gasten, Wm ....... ... .. .. ... ..... ..... .. .... ............. ... ... ...... .. Oxford, · N. Y.
· Gilbert, David .. ....... ....... ..... .... .. ..... .. ...... .. ...... .... ... .Orlando, Fla.
Hanna, J. P ... ... ..... .... .... ...... .. .... ...... .. ... .... ... .·.. ... ......·..Orlando, Fla.
Kent, Roscoe ..... .. ... ... .. ,........ .... ......... ..... .. ... ...... ........ Orlando, Fla.
LambertDn,-W·. S .. .... ... .. .. ........ ....... .... ....... ... .... _. ... .. .Orl-ando, Fla.. ·..
Levenson, Simon ....... .. ... .... .... .... .. .. .. ... ...... ... .. .... .. ,... Orl~do, Fla. ·
Long, Arthur ........ ...... . .- .·... .. ..... .. ... ...... .. ..... .... ...........·Palatka, Ffa.
Marlowe, Mrs ..... .. .... ...... .. ........ ... .... ... .. ....... ....... ... ... Formosa, Fla
-McCalla, J .- C .... ..... .... ..... .. ...... ......... ... ... ... ,.. .... .... .. ... Orlando, · Fla.
McDonald, ·Howard ... ... .. ... :.. ........ ..... ... .. ... ........ .Ft. · Meyers,· Fla. .
McLendon, J. W ....... ...,... ... ... ... .... ...... ....... ... .... .. .. >.- .. Orlando,· Fla.
McQueen, Mrs. U. S ... .... .............. .... ... ...... :...... Winter Park, Fla.
Newton, Mrs. Neva S ...... ..... .. .. .. ........... ... ....... ....... Orlando,• Fla;
Novoa, Jose ... .. .. .:... .... ........ ...... .. .... ...... .... .. ....... .... .... Havana, Cuba
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-Perez, .Hilda .... .......... .. ... .. .... ... ..... ... ·..... ... .... .... ... Matanzas, Cuba
Perez, Silvia ... ... .... ... .. ... .. .. .... ... ..... .. .. ............. .... Matanzas, Cuba
Rooney, Annie ... ........ ............ .. .... ... ........... ..... .Winter Park; Fla.
Samwell, Nellie .... .. .. .. .. .... ... .. .......... ......... .. .. Winter Park, ·Fla.
Scott, Mrs. Geo. E ......... ..... .... ... ........ ...·... .. ... ... Winter Park, Fla.
"Sheppard, Garfield ... .. .... ... ...... .. :.... .. .... .. .... ... ....... ..... Elmer,. N. J.
Stark, Elizabeth .... ... .. ... .... ... ... .. ..... ...... ....... .·.·....Winter Park, Fla.
· Tiedtke, Alice ..... .. .... ...... ..... ... ... .. :...... .. ... .... ... ... ..... ·:Orlando, Fla.
· Tiedtke, Frances ....... .. .. .. .. ... .. .:.. .... ... .. .... ...... .. .. ... ... Orlando, Fia.
Tripp, Harold ...·... ........ :.. .......... ... ....... . . ... ..
.... .. Orlando, Fla.
·. Upmeyer, _Ernest. .... ... .. ... ........ ............... ..:.. .... .. ... .. .Maitland, Fla.
Watts, Mrs. Edith ... .... .... ........ .... ..... ...... ...... .. .. ...... Orlando, Fla.
Weston~ Stella .. .. .... ........ .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .....
. .. .. Winter Park, Fla. •
Willis, He_Ieri ........ ... .......... .......... ... ... ... ..... ... .. .. ..... Jensen , Fla.
· Willis, Myrtle .... . .... .. ...... .. . .. ... ..... . ... .. .
....... .... .. Jensen, Fla.
Wiflis, R. L. ........ .. ... .. ... .. .. ..... ....... ... ...... ..... .... .. .... ....... Jensen, F}a,
Wilson, W. H .... ... ... . .... ... .... ............ .- ... ..... .. .... .. .Orlando, Fla .
· Woodside. T. W . ..
..... ... ... ..... . ... .. . ... .Winter P ark, Fla.
EXPRESSION

·Blair, Mae .
........ ..... ...... . .... ..... .... Orlando, Fla.
Boller, Marguerite ...... ... .. .. ... .. . .... .... ... ........ .. ... ..Orlando, Fla.
Boone. Mrs:· Mabel.. . .. ..... .... ..... ...... ...
.. .... ... Orlando, Fla.
Brown, Louise ...... .. ..... .. ..... ....... .... .. ...... :.. . ... .. ....... Orhmdo, Fla.
Carri.p bell, Annie .. ... ...... .. .. .... ... ...... ... .... .Winter Park, Fla ..
...... Taunton, Mass.
Chandler, Robert .. ...... ........ .. ...... .. .... .. .....
Congdon, Bertina ..... . ...... .... ........ .. ........ .. ... Winter Park, Fla.
· .Cowan, Margaret .:.... .. .... ... ........... ... .. ......... ........ .. ...Orlando, Fla.
Davis, Maude Beatrice .. .. ... .. ..... .. .... .... ... .. ..... .... ..Maitland, Fla.
Dooley, Mabel Lee ... ... .... ...... .. ..... ............. ... ... .. ... Orlando, Fla.
Duffield, Dorothy ... .,.. ... .. .. .. .......... ..:... ... .. ... .. .. .. ...... Orlando, Fla.
. Dula, Evelyn .................. ....... ... ....... .. .. .... Black Mountain, N . C.
Forbes, Dorothea .. ... .. .... .. ·...... :.. .. ......... ... .. ... .. .Winter Park, Fla.
Foster, Charlotte .. ..... ..... .............. ·-·· ·· ··· ··· .... .... .. Lake City, S. C.
Gasten, Dora ......... .......... ....... .. .... ...... ... ..... .. .. .Winter Park, Fla.
Gr.een, Isabel ...... ..... ...... ..... .... .. .... .. .. ........ .... .... Winter Park, Fla.
Griffin, · R. E .... ..... .. ..... ... .. ... .. ... .. .. .... .. ........... .... .. .. Sanford, Fla.
Grey, Dorothy ..... ....... .... ........ .. .... ..... .. ... .. ........ ... .. ... Oberlin, Ohio
Humphreys, Katherine ...... .. ..... .. ...... ... .. .. ... :.. :Winter Park, Fla.

LIST OF. STUDENTS, 1924- z5
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· Jaquith, Grace ... .. .. .. .. . ... .... .................... .. ..... .Winde.rmete, . Fla. ·
Jones, Genevieve .. ... ..:.... . . ............ .. ... ......... .... :.... ... ... B-artow; Fla.
L~·r sen·, Be.a trice ..... .... .... ........... .. .... ._. .... .. .... .. ... .Asheville, N.- ·c ~. ·
Lersch. Ellen ...... _. .. ...... ......... .. ............ ...... ... ... .... .. ... Orlando, Fla. ·
Logan, Vaudine ..... .. .. .... .. ... .. ., ... ..:.... .... ........ ... ... w.· Tanipa-, Fla.
Mulligan, Marion ...... ... ....... ...... ... .... ...... .. ... ..St.· Petersburg, Fla.
Perez, Silvia .......... .. ... .... ....... ... ·.... .......... ............ Matanzas, . Cuba
Pressey; Eleanor
.. .. .. .....·.. .. .... .... .. . '. .. .. Beeville, Texas
Pr-octor, Katie .. ... ...:.. ... ... .. .... ... .... ... ........ .... .. ... .. ....Maitland. Fla.
Randall, Laura .. .... .......... .... .......... .... .... ... .. ... .Winter Park, Fla.
Richey, Ruth . . ... .. ... ...... .. ..... ... .......... ........... ..... Lincoln , UL
. Sheffield, Barbara ............... ... . .. .. .... ................ ... CatskHl, .N . Y.
Stagg, Mildred ... .. ...... .. ....... .. .. ...... .... .. ... .... .... .... ...... Orland,)~ F la.
Starbird, .Lillian ...... ..... .. ..... ... ...... .. ..... ....... .. ......... .. Apopka, . Fla.
Stelle, Virginia .......... ........... ............ :.... .. Win~r Park, Fla.
Sutherland, V iolet.. ...
.. . Dayfona, . Fla. ·
Vaden, Dorothy . .. .. .... ..
.. ......... .. .................Apopka, Fla.
Waddell, Winnie ....... .. .... .. ..... ....... ...... ........ ... Winter Park, Fla.
vVallace, Edna .. . ..... ... . .. .. . ...
.. .... W . .Palm Beach; Fla.
Wilkinson, Gladys
.... .. .. Edgewater, Fla.
·wright. Pearl
.. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. . .
. Etowah~ Tenn.
MUS IC STUDE ~T~

.. ... .. ....... .... ..... .. ... ............ ...... ....... Sebring, F la .
.-\nge . Sallie
.. .. .. ... .. .... .......... ..... .. .. ..... ... .. ..... . ... Orlan.do, Fla .
.-\ rnold , Emi-lie ..
. . ... .. ...........·... .. .. .... ..... ... .. Or.lando, Fla~
_-\tkisson. Elizabeth .. .. ... . .
.. ..... ... .. .... Ft. Lauderdaie, Fla _
Bartlett, Ruth .. ... . .. .. .. .. ...
.. .... .. ... .. ..... .. ..... Winter P ark, F la•_
Brown . . Louise .. .. .
.. .... .. .. .. .. ........ .... .... ...... Orlando, Fla_
Bryan. Elliott ... .... . .. .. .. ......... .. .. .. .. ..... ...... ..
. .. Orlando, Fla~ .
Cline. Lo lite .
.. ...... .. .. . .. ...... .. .. .. .... .. .. ... Or lando, Fla.
Cole, Dorothy ..· .. .. . .. ... .. . .... . .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .\\'inter Park, Fla~
Cox, \Vinnifred ... . ...·..... ... ..... ....... .. .......... .... .... ... .:.... Orlando, F la.
Dodds, Elizabeth . .. . .. . .. .. ..
.. ... ........ .... ... ·.. ,..... ... .Orlando, _Fla.
Donnell, Dorothy .. . ·......... .. ...... ...... .... .. ... .... ..... ... ..: .. Or lancLoi Fla•.
Douglass, A . R. , Jr. .. ..
· ...... ... ... .. .... .. .. ......... Orlando: F la _ Eldridge, Lillian .. .... .. ... .. ........... ... .... ... .. ...... ... ...... .Orlando, Fla.
F arris, Mary _-\ . ·.. ... .. .. .. . .
.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . · ·.. .. Orlando, Fla.
Farris, Bert .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ... ..
Orlando, Fla.
A my, Ruth .
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G~ymon, Myron .. ...... .. ... ................. .... .... ... Winter Garden, Fla.
Hakes,. Elsie .... .. ... .. ........ ... .... ..... ... ..... ... .......... Winter Park, Fla.
Harris, Ruth D .. ..... .... .... ... ............... ... ......... ...Winter Park, Fla.
Hill, Evelyn ........ .... ....... ... ..... .. :.... .. .... ..... ....... .... ..... Orlando, Fla.
Hincken, John ...... .. .. :......... .... ... ... ... ...... ..... .... .. Winter Park. · Fla.
Jaquith, Grace .. .. ... ... .... ... .... ......... ....... .. .. .... ..... Windermere, Fla~
Landstreet, Mrs. Arthur.: ··· ·· ···· ·· ····· ····· ··: ... ....... .. ..Orlando, Fla.
Landstreet, Lucille .. ....... .. ... .... ... .... ... .. ....... .... ..... .... Orlando, Fla.
Metzinger, Harold .. ....... .. .. ..... .. .... ...... ... ..... ...... .... ..Orlando, Fla ..
Miller, Gladys ............ ... ... ......... ... ..... .... ... ..W. Palm Beach, Fla.
McN eill, Mrs. E. H ... .... .... .. ..... ...... ........ ... ...... ..... Orlando, Fla.
McNeill, Mildred ... ....... ..... ... .. .... ... ... ... ... .. .... ...... .... Orlando, Fla.
Randall, Laura .. ..... .... .. .. ...... .. .......... .. .... ........ ..Winter Park, Fla.
Rencher, Kathleen .... .... .............. ..... .... ... .... .. Winter Park, Fla.
Rollins, Abbie ..... .. ... ... ..... ..... ..... ........ ..... ... ..... Winter Park, Fla.
Scott, ·Mrs. George E ...... ...... ..... ... .. •··:.-········:·· ··Winter Park, Fla~
Shute, Katherine ...... .·..... ..- .... .. .... .... ... ..·...... ... .. .. ... ... Orlando, ·Fla.
Slemmons, l\1ildred ..... ... ..... .... .......... ............. .. ........ Orlanda, Fla._
Steile·, Virginia ... ... .... .. .. .. ..... .....·.. .... .. ............ Wi.nter Park; Fla. ·
Swope, Shirley .. ....... ... ... ... .. ....... .... ...... .... .... .·...... :... .Orlando, Fla.
Treat, Anna .... ... ... ... ... .. .... .. .... ..... ... .. .... .... ........ :Winter Park, Fla .
. Wallace, Edna ............. ,.... .... .... .. .. .. .. ...... ..W ~ Palm Beach, · Fla.
Ward, Ruth ..... ...... ........... .. ... .. ... .... ...... .. ... ..... .. Winter Park, ·Fla.
Waters, Lucille .. ...... ...... ... .... .... .. .... ... .. ... .. .. ....... ...... Orlando, Fla.
\Veir, Vivian ... .... .. .......... .. ...... .. .. ........ ............ Winter Park, Fla.
Wil~on, Glen ....... .... ......... ... ... .... ... ..... :... .. ...... ......... Orlando, Fla.
Yarnell, Mary Rose .. .... .·... ...... ·........ ... ... .. .. ........... ...Orlando, Fla.
Young, Forrest ... .. .. .. . .
........ ...... .. ... ...... .. ... ..Orlando, Fla.
ART

Anderson, Hope Alice ........... .. .............. . ..... .. Winter Park, Fla.
Davis, Mrs. R. L ....... ...... ··:····· ··--· ·· ·.. ····· ·.. ······Winter Park, Fla.
Gordon, Mrs. M. O ... .............. .:.............. ... ...... .Winter Park, Fla.
Green, Sarah Ethel.. .. :.... .... .. .. ...... .... ... ... ....... \Vinte-r Park, Fla ..
Hightower, Miss D ..... .. .... ... .... ... ........... .. .... .... .. .... .Orlando, Fla. ·
. Howard, Frances .. ... ..:... ........ ... .. ..... .. .... .. .... ... ... ... .Orlando, · Fla.
Humphrey, Margaret .. ·.. .... .. .... :..... ... ......... ....... .. ... Orlando, Fla. ·
LaFlure, !_\-1 ariea .. ...... .... ........ ....... .. ..... .... ........ Winter Park, Fla.
....... .... .Orlando, Fla.
Marlowe, Ralph ... .. ............. ._. .... ..... .....

.. -·
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Morrison, Anna Blake ... ... .... ... ... .. .. ......... , .. ........ ... ..-.Orlarido, Fla. ·
McCulloch, Elizabeth .... .. ... .. :........... .:..... ......... ·.:.. .. .. Orlarido, Fla.
Novoa, Jose.:··· ····.- •: ....... ...:............... ...... ..... .. ....... ..Havana, Cuba
Randall, Laura .... .. .... ...... .. ..... ....... .. ... ........ ... ... Winter : Park, Fla.
Redding,' Raymond .... .. .. :...... ........... ... .. ......... :.._. ..... ·.·Orlando, Fla.
Richman, Paul .... ...... ........ .. .... .. ... ·.... .... .... .. .... .:.. :. ;.Maitland,. Fla.
Sweeney, Mrs. H ....... .... ..... ......... ...... .... ...... ....... .....Orlando, Fla.
Tarply, Bertie May ..... ...... ... ..... ..... ........ ........ .... .....Orlando,. Fla~
Wagner, Jean .. ........ .. ... ....... .. .... .. .. .. ........ .... ....Winter fark, Fla.
Whitner~ Elizabeth ..:.. ... .. ... .... ......... ...... .... ... .. ...... ...Sanford., :Fla~
Williams, Mrs. R. L .. .. .. .. ... .. ........ .. ...... ... .. ......... .. .Orlando, Fla.
\Villiams, , Robert .. ... .... .. , .... .... ......... .. ............ .... ..... Boston; Mass.
Winslowe, Kenelm ·: ·········· :···· ····· •·· ··· ··· ······ ·· ·· ·Winter Park, Fla.:
Yarnell, Mary Rose ... ... ... ..... .... ..... .. .... ... ..... .. Winter Park, Fla.
SPECIALS

Coel, Fenwick..
.. ... ... ... . . .. .. .. . . ..
.... .... ..Orlando,
Rencher. · Mamie Lee ..
.... ... ..... .
... .. Winter Park,
Rench.e r, W. 0 .... ... .... ..... ... .. .. .. .. .... .... .. ......... Winter Park,
Starbird, Lillian ..... . .·.. ..... .. . . .. ... .. ... ....... .. .. .. .. : .. ..Apopk3:,
Waddell, Winnie .. .... .. .... ....... ...... ..... .·... .. ... ... ... \Vinter Park,
Webb. Harry ..
... .. .... .. ....... ...... .... .... .. .. .... .... .. Orlan.do .

Fla.
Fla.
Fla.
F .la.
Fla.
Fla.

S U MMAR\"

Seniors ...... ... .. .
.. ... ... .... ... ..
. Juniors ... ... .... ... .... .. ...... .. .... ...... . ..
Sophomor~s .... .. ... ... ........ ... ...·.. ... .. ... ..... ...... ..... .. ..... ....... .. .... ..
Freshmen -.... ... ........ .... .... ... .. ....... .... .. .. ... ......... ....... .... ....... ....
School of Business ... .. .... .. .... ...... ... .
Expression
.. .. . .. .
Specials .:.. .... .. .. ... .. .......:.... :.... .... ..... .
· Total academic .. .... .. ..... .. .. .
· Department of Music a_n d Art .... ....... ......... . ...... . ...

18

23
104
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40
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DEGREES, DIPLOMAS . AND CERTIFICATES
CONFERRED · AT THE ANNUAL
COMMENCEMENT, JUNE, _1923
DOCTOR OF DIVINITY DEGREE

.~

.

..

I

·

lit.-!~
A_ r.. ·

CHRISTOPHER STANLEY LONG

.

MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE .
CHARLES SUMNER HAYES

. / FG~iNcE MAi'v BUMBY
,,.
,

. FRANCIS RHETT BRIDGES, JR.

ALICE MODENA CAMBELL
. ELFRIEDA ELIZABETH KOLBE
RILLA MIRIAM STEWART ~

f

RAYMOND Woon GREENE
FRANK
ATER MAN PALMER

w

t·

GEORGE PHILLIPS TROWBRIDGj) ,

CHARLES EDWARD WARD
DIPLOMA IN VOICE
LILLIAN

'"'r ADS.WORTH

ELDREDGE

DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

,,.

ELIZABETH EDNA WALLACE

MARCIA

MAE

Co~VERSE

ROSE MAVREEN FAULKNER

DEGREES. DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES
CONFERRED AT THE ANNUAL
COMMENCEMENT. JUNE. 1924
DOCTOR OF DIVINITY DEGREE
REV. EDWIN DARNALL BROWNLEE .

REv.

HARRY ING HAM

MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE
. ~
.. -

ROBERT DONALDSON

BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE

CURTISS TURNBULL ATKISSON

FRANCES MONTGOMERY

DOROTHY DARROW
NANNIE D. HARRIS

LORRAINE E. PAGE
PAUL WIL~SON POTTER .

MARY HELEN

McKAY

/:

6

ORJA LESLIE SUTLIFF

EVA STUART MISSILDINE
T. CAMPBELL THOMPSON
KENNETH CHURCHILL
ARNER ..

w

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
JESSE REX HOLIDAY
MARGARET ALMERIA _ McKAY

WALTER BAILEY JOHNSTON
BERNICE SHOR

BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE
MARCIA CONVERSE .
MINNIE . LOUISE WENDE.L

-· -

:..

..

-

I

I
I

I
I

r .. ·_/

/

,,._

.·-

-.--

...
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·.FLORIDA

LAKE
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OK£ECHOBEE

TBB BBliLI> PUSS, WINTBR PARK, FLORIDA

